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Preface
It seems a long time since the Government White Paper “Our Countryside: the Future”
(2000), proposed that all rural communities should develop a Town, Village or Parish Plan.
Each would be a statement of how the local community envisages its future development.
Since then there have been a number of new, sometimes confusing initiatives, offering a
seemingly plethora of programmes and processes, culminating in the recent Localism Act.
•

Each local planning authority (in our case Wiltshire Council) produces a Core
Strategy to outline the vision and overall objectives for development up to 2026 and
set out where new housing and other development should be focussed.

•

Cricklade Town Council adopted a Development Policy in June 2011 concentrating
on the factors that affect the development of the Market Town of Cricklade and our
unique position as the First Town on the Thames.

•

The community campus is a Wiltshire Council initiative which aims to provide the
council services communities need in one (or two) easy access location(s).

This Town Plan has been compiled by a voluntary group of local people, taking views from
the local population. It will inform the Town Council and other bodies who undertake the
statutory planning duties of our strategy for the future of Cricklade.
The main measures of the Localism Act, which came into force in November 2011, can be
described under four headings:
•

New freedoms and flexibilities for local government.

•

New rights and powers for communities and individuals.

•

Reform to make the planning system more democratic and more effective.

•

Reform to ensure that decisions about housing are taken locally

Although the effect of this Act should be to provide local communities with more say on
matters that are often decided outside of community control, it would be wrong to consider it
as an opportunity to stop all development. Cricklade needs to consider its position within
Wiltshire in the medium to long term; some growth is required just to maintain the facilities
that are currently available such as retail and leisure. If the community wants these facilities
to grow as well, a greater level of development (housing and employment) will be required.
This document addresses these issues together and hopes to provide a coherent picture of
the Cricklade community’s vision for its future.

“Cricklade is a great, largely unspoilt town. It has an important place in both history and in
modern concepts of community, sustainability and environmental issues. We need to
develop this further to help the town evolve.”
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Introduction
Cricklade is a civil parish on the River Thames in North Wiltshire in England, midway
between Swindon and Cirencester. Cricklade’s motto ‘In Loco Delicioso’, which means ‘In a
Delightful Place’, is an apt description of our town: as recently as September 2011, Cricklade
was awarded the Royal Horticultural Society’s ‘Champion of Champions’ Award in the
national Britain in Bloom competition.

People
Cricklade’s population has been growing steadily since the Second World War:
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The following key statistics come from the 2001 Census:
•

There are 1,640 households (i.e. dwellings with occupants) with an average of 2.49
people per household. Nearly 80% own their home outright, or with a mortgage,
compared with the national average of 69%

•

40% of the households have at least one dependent child (against 30% for the UK
average)

•

At that time only 1.9% of the economically active population were unemployed
compared with a UK average of 3.3%, with 2.7% disabled or sick against the UK
average of 5.3%

•

An average of 1.5 cars per household, against a UK average of 1.1.

Although as a generalisation Cricklade is a vibrant community, the average age of its
population is increasing and this is seen as a significant issue for the town.
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History
Cricklade is an historic Market Town with a rich legacy of historical buildings, many of which
are listed. Cricklade was probably planned, built and fortified around the 890’s. The Town
remains one of the finest layout examples of a Saxon Town. The line of Ermin Street (the
Roman Road from London to Cirencester) crosses to the north of the town and is still in use
as a major national trunk road, connecting the M4 to Cirencester and beyond to the M5 and
Gloucester.
The map below identifies some of the huge number (115) of listed buildings and objects,
clearly demonstrating the historical importance of our town. Some key public and listed
buildings are recorded in Appendix C.

High Street Cricklade – Location of Listed Buildings

Court Leet
The Court Leet with its ancient customs and legal standing is sufficiently unique for visitors
to delve into its interesting history. Its current main function is to manage the historic and
environmentally significant North Meadow SSSI, but it also provides civic and ceremonial
activities, the most visible (and audible) of which is the Town Crier.

The remainder of the Town Plan sets our views and recommendations on how we can retain
the character and improve the historic Market Town of Cricklade.
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Core Strategy
The Wiltshire Core Strategy is in its final stages of review by the Secretary of State for
Communities and Local Government. The date for publication and adoption is yet to be
formally confirmed but is expected during Spring 2013. The current draft of the Core
Strategy can be viewed on line at Wiltshire Council’s website. The documents that form the
Core Strategy deal with development at a Community Area level: Cricklade is in the Royal
Wootton Bassett and Cricklade Community Area.

Strategy for Cricklade
The Core Strategy does not specify any particular number of housing units or industry to be
provided within the Parish of Cricklade, but does provide a minimum number for new homes
in the Community Area outside Royal Wootton Bassett. It records that Cricklade Town
Council considers a review and expansion of the current settlement boundary may be
required to accommodate some growth, but recognises that any extension will be limited due
to the environment and unique position of Cricklade.
There is still an opportunity for limited infill of housing within the current settlement boundary,
but in many places the supporting infrastructure is currently unable to support even small
developments. We will expect the maximum contribution possible (via Section 106 or similar
mechanisms) from any housing development in order to improve or increase the
infrastructure and other facilities noted as being deficient.
Great emphasis in the emerging Core Strategy is being placed on areas within the County
outside of Cricklade Parish. In the past Cricklade has suffered from the effects of
development outside its parish boundary without receiving any financial benefit in
compensation. We expect both Wiltshire and Cricklade Town Council to seek the maximum
contributions so that Cricklade is able to fund improvements or mitigate undesirable effects
from development outside the parish but in the adjacent locality.

Local Rural Buffer
We support the rural buffer previously designated by North Wiltshire District Council to
protect the town from coalescence with other settlements. Any weakening of this rural buffer
would ruin the unique identity of Cricklade. The importance of the existing settlement
boundary of Cricklade is recognised and supported by the latest draft of the Wiltshire Core
Strategy. Potential areas of limited settlement boundary expansion (and conditions that
would apply if this were to occur) are covered in the Planning Section of this Town Plan.

Public Open Space (POS)
North Wiltshire Open Space Study 2004 para 4.76 identified Cricklade as having a
deficiency of Public Open Space which was one of the ‘most acute’ in the District. Since
then no additional open space has been created via Section 106 contribution. We would
seek to address the deficit and/or provide funding for improvement of existing areas within
the town (e.g. Long/Hall Close and/or Fairview Fields) via contributions from all developers
but particularly if there were any extension to the existing settlement boundary.
This deficiency may be a surprise to many residents, as there appear to be several areas of
open space within the town which are used for dog walking and other recreation. However
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many of these are privately owned and access is only available thanks to tolerant and
sympathetic landowners. There is no guarantee this situation will remain into the future,
therefore an increase of POS remains a priority and we will explore options for its location.
Both Long/Hall Close and Fairview Fields are owned by the Town Council and the
Community & Leisure Committee is responsible for their management.
Several areas of Fairview Fields have been used recently for tree planting, most recently for
the new Jubilee Wood next to Millennium Wood, and the area next to the rugby pitch is likely
to revert to a traditional hay meadow.
Long Close (also known locally as Dick’s Field) is the 3 acre area just behind the Bath Road
cemetery stretching round to North Wall. It was transferred to the Town Council in 2011 by
Taylor Wimpey for just £1. Cricklade is reclaiming part of its heritage as the Saxon ramparts
run through the land and there is also a meer stone marking the old borough boundary.
Though it had become overgrown, the Town Council has started to work with English
Heritage to clear it properly to make it more accessible to the public but also protect and
preserve it as a piece of green space for the town. This will not happen overnight and the
Town Council is working on a management plan to make sure that wildlife, conservation and
historic worth are all respected. Owing to the historic significance of this area there are
many constraints that will restrict what can be done.
Over 60% of individuals did not respond or offered no opinion on future plans for these areas
and over 90 responses to consultation commented specifically that the plans for these areas
were unpublished and/or unclear. In the particular case of Long and Hall Close this is partly
because work is at such an early stage; however the Town Council is encouraged to
communicate regularly with the community as work progresses and key decisions over the
future use are made.
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Housing
Over the last ten years the number of houses in Cricklade has increased by 139 or
approximately 8%. There has been a mixture of green and brown field development/ infilling
with developments such as Stockham Close, Byre Close, The Fiddle, Hopkins Orchard and
Carpenters/The Forty. Cricklade now has limited space available for growth in the level of
housing without suitable extension of the settlement boundary and improvements to
infrastructure in terms of drainage and open space.
However overall the community recognises there is a need for additional housing to avoid a
reduction in population due to issues of affordability, suitability of type of housing and social
changes with a reduction in the average size of households nationally.

Current Situation
The current population of Cricklade is approximately 4,300. The profile of the Cricklade
Community (from Intelligencenetwork.org.uk – Royal Wootton Bassett and Cricklade Area)
reflects local observations for the period 2001-2011 in that the number of children has
reduced by 5%, the working population has reduced by 3% but the number of retirement age
people living in the area has increased by 27%. Whilst this information is for the whole
Community Area, including projections for the last two years of the period, we feel the trends
are if anything more pronounced in Cricklade (for example the number of children on the roll
of the state infant and junior schools has reduced by 9%).
The number of current dwellings in Cricklade is estimated to be 1,825, an increase of 8%
from the 1,686 properties in 2001 (2001 census). The breakdown by type is:
2001

2011(est.)

Detached

707

753

Semi Detached/Terraced

824

914

Flats

155

158

Owner Occupied

1305

1436

Rented from Council/Housing Association

212

212

Rented from private landlord

123

126

Unoccupied

46

51

1686

1825

TOTAL

Note: the difference in 2001 between the 1686 properties quoted here and the 1640 households quoted on p7 is caused by the
46 unoccupied properties.

House prices in Cricklade are approximately 25% above the nearby main town of Swindon.
This results in many younger local families not being able to afford to buy in Cricklade thus
increasing the trend towards an older population.
Cricklade has 10 traveller sites within 10 miles of the town (see appendix A information from
Wiltshire Council). This is a very high density compared with the County as a whole. At
these 10 sites a total of 146 caravan pitches have already received planning permission –
this represents 8% of the total South West Region.
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Regional breakdown of Authorised Traveller/Gypsy Sites
(July 2011 www.communities.gov.uk)
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In response to consultation, 74% of individuals felt there was now sufficient provision locally
for travellers with only 6% saying the opposite. (Most additional comments made stated the
respondents felt there were already too many.) 20% offered no opinion or did not reply.
We note that the town has received no financial benefit (e.g. section 106 contributions) from
recent permissions granted for Traveller/Gypsy sites, despite the obvious increased
pressures the increase in population has brought on local facilities and services. We believe
the town should have received the same level of contribution from accommodating travellers
as it would from other residential development and will actively press for this.

Future Needs of the Community
The predominant feeling in the community is that there are two specific types of homes that
need to be addressed:
−
−

affordable housing/shared ownership/affordable rental properties
provision for elderly people, smaller unit/warden controlled/residential

However we expect any future developments will be of a high quality design and
sympathetic to the surrounding buildings, in order to maintain the character of the town.
Currently there are 124 people registered with Wiltshire Council requesting affordable/social
housing in the Cricklade Area (based on information from the Wiltshire Housing Need Group
November 2011).
The apparently sluggish sales of new houses in the recently completed development in The
Forty suggest that there is little local demand for new market price larger family housing.
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Housing Recommendations
The response from the large majority of the community is that there should be moderate
development of housing but this should come from infill and redevelopment within the
existing settlement boundary and only where there are improvements to the infrastructure.
In response to the consultation question “Do you agree Cricklade should keep within its
existing built up area and so limit new houses to around 40 over the next 15 years?” of
the 703 individuals, 19 (3%) did not answer the question, 43 (6%) answered “no opinion”,
117 (17%) answered “no” and 524 (74%) answered “yes”.
There were 553 respondents from whom one could deduce a number of houses wanted,
because they had entered a number (which overrode yes / no etc. answers) or they had
answered “yes” and “40” could be imputed. Of these 24 wanted zero, 35 wanted some but
less than 40, 428 wanted 40 (either specifically entered or imputed from a “yes” answer), 21
wanted more than 40 but less than 100, 23 wanted 100, 12 wanted more than 100 but not
more than 200, 5 wanted over 200 but not more than 500 and 3 wanted 1000. This is
plotted below. (Note that the horizontal scale is “respondent number” so this shows that
about 533 people wanted 100 or fewer new homes, in line with the numbers above.)

A small number of additional comments were made reflecting both extremes of views:
“Cricklade has had 3 large developments recently with no new Infant/Junior School Class
capacity - I think Cricklade has done enough building.”
“In general unless the Town grows it will stagnate and die. The LC was, only 15 years ago, a
vibrant centre with the bar area always full particularly at weekends. Young families are not
around and unless this is rectified I fear the same will happen to our primary school, as it
does to our secondary aged children, they end up being bussed to other towns.”
However most additional comments adopted the middle ground:
“I am reassured that the Town Plan provides for a modest, but not dramatic, increase in the
amount of housing in Cricklade. I think it is very important that the number of houses built in
Cricklade is kept to a modest level as it will otherwise destroy the character of the town. No
more than 40 houses seems like a sensible level of housing.”
12
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“Cricklade is a very nice place to live, with a real sense of community. It is a reasonable size,
with what seems a reasonable mix of housing, shopping and social facilities.”
Of the number of new homes wanted, the average response from the community was to aim
for 50%-60% affordable housing, with 75% of individuals wanting “social/rental” properties to
arise from redevelopment of the existing areas of social housing (9% were against and 13%
offered no opinion, with 3% not making a response). This is addressed further in the
Planning section of this document
Additionally there was felt to be a need for development of smaller unit housing which would
allow some of the older members of the community to vacate larger houses in the town and
so enable growth in the younger age ranges of the local population.
When asked: “How much of a priority do you think it is to build smaller scale homes
for single people and / or older members of the community who may want to
downsize?”, 66% of individuals felt it was very important (35%) or important (31%), with
only 17% saying it was not important. (17% offered no opinion or did not reply.) There were
few additional comments, which varied about equally between those emphasising the need
for younger people to afford to stay in Cricklade and those wanting priority given to
properties suitable for older people.
Although the percentage of empty homes in Cricklade (2.7%) is lower than 2010 figures
published by emtpyhomes.com for the South West (3.0%) and nationally (3.2%), the number
of unoccupied homes in the town still represents more the total amount of new housing we
propose. We support Wiltshire Council’s in its efforts to bring this housing into use as a
further contribution to satisfying housing need.
With an ageing community there is a strong need for elderly residential care to be located in
the town. When asked about the potential for a new care home in Cricklade, 77% of
individual respondents said they supported a facility of approximately 40 places with
additional comments indicating this should include facilities to cater for medical as well as
normal care situations. Only 8% were against, with 15% offering no opinion or no response:
“With an ageing population there will always be great demand for such accommodation”
“Would support care home as long as staffed with qualified carers”
“Care home for respite”
“Mini/small hospital?“
At this time the community does not support a relaxation of the settlement boundary, but if
this were to take place the housing provision should be affordable starter homes or shared
equity with purchasing restrictions to ensure a strong emphasis on availability to local
people. This is covered in more detail in the Planning section of this document.
Although the existing travellers have in general integrated well into the community, providing
a positive example to communities elsewhere, there is widespread and strong feeling that
there should be no increase or any new sites approved, as the current situation reflects more
than a fair proportion of sites for the Cricklade area compared with the rest of Wiltshire.
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Business and Employment
There are 163 businesses registered or listed in Cricklade. On average the members of the
CBA (which has 55 members listed) have 49% of their employees living in Cricklade. (The
number of businesses not in the CBA is assumed to be made up from either those in
Chelworth or small homeworking businesses, implying the underlying percentage would be
expected to be higher.)
High Street
The High Street and its local businesses are a vital part of Cricklade’s economy and intrinsic
to the existing character and vitality of the town.
The five main concerns highlighted by businesses within the CBA are:
• Traffic: excessive speed and inadequate parking provision
• Development to encourage young families into the town centre (affordable housing
and more pedestrian friendly pavements and road provision)
• Improved IT infrastructure (specifically fast fibre optic broadband)
• Encouragement of tourism to bring more people into the town who may then visit the
High Street businesses
• An increase in the number and variety of shops to improve the attractiveness of the
High Street further
Traffic, housing and tourism issues are covered elsewhere in this document. Specifically the
new Town Centre Car Park is already being seen to have made more car parking spaces
available on the High Street.
All but one business, as well as 74% of individuals, that responded regarded superfast
broadband as beneficial to assist business and/or assist individual use. The remaining
business along with 21% of individuals expressed no opinion, leaving only 5% of individuals
indicating a negative view.
Maintenance of a register of available Business Office space in and around Cricklade would
be beneficial to highlight opportunities for new businesses to expand or move into Cricklade
and we recommend the Town Council and CBA work together so that this is provided.
There is a strong feeling that a greater numbers of shops, with more variety and interest,
would be mutually beneficial to existing town retailers as this would attract more people into
the town. Specific suggestions put out for consultation were:
·
·
·
·
·
·

Bakers
Bookshop
Antiques shop
Deli
Travel shop
Hardware

Over 90% of individuals who answered wanted to see a bakers and a hardware store reestablished in the High Street. A bookshop, antiques shop and deli were supported by 6070% of individuals and a travel shop by only 40%.
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By far the most popular addition not included in the questionnaire was a greengrocer/fruit
and veg shop, which 81 people (12%) identified as missing. The second most popular
addition to the original list was a tea room/coffee shop, added by 48 people (6%).
This would require existing permitted retail outlets to be made available for reopening.
Although Cricklade may be considered fortunate in not having any empty shop premises on
its High Street available to let, especially during the current economic downturn, this limits
the opportunity for new retail businesses to enter the town – indeed we believe there to be
demand for shop units in the High Street. Accordingly we will not support any application to
turn retail into residential within the High Street. We would support the reverse and this is
covered in more detail in the Planning section.
Some additions requested outlets that already exist, suggesting improved advertising and
marketing by some High Street businesses may be beneficial.
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Chelworth
The area at Chelworth lies inside Cricklade parish but about one mile outside the town and is
home to significant industrial development on more than one industrial estate.
The existence of these estates is viewed with mixed feelings by the community. Although
the firms there provide considerable local employment, they are also responsible for much of
the HGV movement that passes through the town centre.
On balance the community would not support any further expansion at Chelworth if that may
lead to increased HGV movements through the town. Potential solutions to this issue are
covered in the Traffic and Transport section of this Town Plan.
Calcutt
One potential medium term solution may be to seek to develop land adjacent to the A419 at
Calcutt for industrial use and specifically for businesses that require frequent HGV
movements. Businesses here would be able to take advantage of the existing access to the
A419 without going through the town centre, yet still provide local employment opportunities
to support the local economy. Businesses at Chelworth that depend on HGV movements
would then be strongly encouraged to relocate. Whilst there would be undoubted relocation
costs and upheaval, this outcome appears to provide a longer term benefit for both residents
and the businesses.
When asked “Should Calcutt be promoted as an area for limited industrial
development so businesses with HGV traffic can be encouraged to relocate from
Chelworth?”, 52% of respondents said “yes”, 28% said “no” and 20% offered no opinion.
“If some of the fields just off the Cricklade exit of the A419 could be made available for
development, that would facilitate ease of access for businesses without having industrial
traffic in Cricklade and out on the Purton Road”
“Provided that guarantees are provided to close Chelworth and not extend the use of
Cricklade by more HGVs - Conditional development in any area should be on the basis of
providing a suitable bypass.”
Several respondents expressed concern about this destroying Cricklade’s rural setting, that
it was impractical, or that it would not work:
“Developing Calcutt would ruin the first impression of Cricklade”
“This would only increase traffic as the Chelworth units would be re-let to other businesses.”
“Great idea but concerned that if Calcutt became too small in the future what's to stop HGV's
moving back to Chelworth, we would end up with more than before. Concerns also that the
HGV's would still use Cricklade as a rat run. Hill's could and should be encouraged to
relocate to Calcutt as their vehicles are already responsible for much of the HGV traffic and
movements are going to get excessively worse. Would still require a bypass as more HGV
firms would be likely to move to Calcutt and use Cricklade as a rat run.”
We would therefore like to explore this option as a potential medium term solution that would
provide maintenance of, or potentially increased, employment for the town as well as a
reduction in the traffic problems that the town experiences. It may also prove a source of
funding for at least part of a Southern Bypass for the town.
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Traffic and Transport
The type and level of traffic flowing through Cricklade is probably the most significant
concern to a large proportion of Cricklade residents, so a strong desire from the community
is that the traffic levels, especially that of HGV’s are managed and reduced.
In relation to HGV Traffic, prior voluntary agreements appear to have been routinely ignored.
The noise and vibration from passing HGVs travelling at excessive speed, particularly in the
early mornings, remain a source of intrusion to residents living close by and heavier HGVs
are believed to be responsible for some property damage.
Although build outs and several changes to road surfacing and markings have been made
within the town, it is the perception of Cricklade residents that these are not effective
measures and introduce further problems. Data from UK research into the effectiveness of
the type of traffic calming used would indicate that at times of low traffic flow they can
actually raise the speed of traffic as drivers rush to pass through the constraining area. Also
at times of peak traffic they work by stopping the flow of traffic, this increases the noise and
pollution impact of the traffic on local residents. Appendix I reproduces some relevant
extracts from published research.
There is a widespread view amongst local residents that a stronger attempt should be made
to enforce the existing speed limits. This could be through active speed measurement
devices that display the vehicles speed to the driver and also through police enforcement of
the speed limit. The desire is to move the traffic through at a constant low speed rather than
have it accelerate and decelerate which increases noise and environmental pollution.
Developments such as the expanded waste re-cycling at Purton and the extra housing
around North and West Swindon will result in extra traffic, both during construction and as
the developments become occupied. The High Street, Calcutt Street, Purton Road and
Common Hill are the roads with most significant resident concern about traffic.

Road Improvements and HGV Management
We continue to support the aim of a Southern Relief Road, not necessarily linked to
development in or directly adjacent to Cricklade. This was highlighted as the desire of
residents in the Mouchel-Parkman report of 2004 and remains the preferred solution of the
Cricklade community. The land to the south of Cricklade should be safeguarded for this
purpose. Such a link road would allow the flow of traffic and remove the need for the vast
majority of HGVs to travel through Cricklade.
However the costs mentioned so far for the Southern Relief Road have been high. The
proposed expansions to Swindon at Tadpole Lane and to the east, as well as potentially
Ridgeway Farm, and the imminent expansion of the Hills Waste facility to the north of
Purton, increase the urgency in finding a solution and a possible source of funding.
We are therefore suggesting how road improvements near the new developments could be
used to provide alternative HGV routes, so as to allow the implementation of a 7.5 tonne
weight restriction (with access restricted to service deliveries only) on Calcutt Street, High
Street and Purton Road. These were also identified in the Mouchel-Parkman 2004 report.
We believe that costs for the road improvements could and should be met within the costs of
developments listed above (or indeed other relevant developments that would increase
traffic through Cricklade).
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In response to consultation, 89% of individuals who responded were in favour of seeking
investment to enable a 7.5t weight limit to be put in place within the town. A few comments
noted the investment that would be required may make a bypass infeasible, and there were
a few polarised views expressed about whether more housing development around
Cricklade would be an acceptable price to pay to gain the investment necessary.
In parallel we will pursue the designation of freight routes via the Freight Assessment Priority
Mechanism to request that the situation regarding the designated freight route is resolved
regarding the routes through Cricklade. We will push for steps to be taken to make certain
that Cricklade is not part of an approved freight route, to improve the environment both for
the residents who live near those key traffic routes but also for residents and visitors to the
town centre. If more data is required to support these actions we will organise further
traffic/HGV surveys to capture the volume and approximate destination of vehicles passing1.
We believe that HGV traffic from businesses in the environs of Cricklade (e.g. Chelworth
Industrial Estate and the Gravel Extraction businesses) should be made to use the B4696
and Spine Road in order to connect to the A419, certainly for traffic flowing north. We do not
believe this will require any extra capital funding, since road improvements here have been
made already specifically to carry HGVs from the gravel extraction businesses in the area.
The suggestion for HGV traffic from the south on the A419 is to upgrade Tadpole Lane
(especially the railway and River Ray bridges). This would allow easy access to the Hills
facility at Purton from both north and south and would be a reasonable access route from the
south to the Chelworth Industrial estate. The traffic would leave the A419 at the existing
B4534 junction. The costs for this upgrade should be met from the proposed housing
developments and expanded waste facility funding.
Based on distance estimates from the Google Maps web maps (attached as Appendix D) the
following is the impact on journey distance (journey time will require a different assessment
as it will depend on traffic density)
Destination
Chelworth
Hills Waste
Chelworth
Hills Waste*

From
South
South
North
North

Distance Change
0.3 Miles
3.0 Miles
2.1 Miles
3.5 Miles

Type of Change
Increase
Decrease
Increase
Increase

* It is worth noting that very little traffic from the north should be using the Hills Waste site,
since this will be taking waste from elsewhere in Wiltshire which lies to the south and west,
hence this additional distance should prove of negligible inconvenience.
Should there be a desire to reduce the distance impact on traffic from the North then there is
a possibility of extending Fridays Ham Lane (east of Ashton Keynes) south, which would
reduce the distance for vehicles travelling from the Chelworth Industrial Estates to the Spine
Road and onto the A419. This route was identified by Tony Clements in 2009 and supported
by James Gray MP (see Appendix D).

20 mph Town Centre Limit
We support the principle of the 20 mph. speed limit throughout the town centre, but are
concerned at the lack of enforcement of this as the result is that it is largely ineffective. The
1

An HGV Survey involving 50 residents at 6 locations spanning 12 continuous hours was undertaken on 6th March 2012
following guidance from Wiltshire Council officers
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police advice on enforcement still appears inconsistent, with some responses suggesting
(incorrectly) that the limit is not enforceable by the police. It is the majority view of local
residents that enforcing the existing speed limit is the most desirable way forward rather than
further engineering measures: 62% of individuals wanted more enforcement, with 32%
against and only 6% expressing no opinion. A few who were against thought the 20mph
limit was too low, but supported enforcement of a 30mph limit
“The 20 mph speed limit is ignored by most drivers and with all the scout activities at
Thames Hall and a school now, it's dangerous.“
“We live near the Red Lion. Although some HGV's are to be expected the speed they travel
early in the morning shakes the house. Often cars are well exceeding the 20 mph.”
We therefore welcome the resolution brought to Wiltshire Council in November 2011 by our
Councillor Peter Colmer to support enforcement of 20mph limits in Wiltshire, and the
unanimous support that received from other Wiltshire Council members. We will continue to
seek enforcement of this limit by the police, not just to improve road safety but to make the
town a more attractive place for tourists and residents to visit and make the pavements on
the affected roads less intimidating for pedestrians.

High Street/Calcutt Street Traffic Calming and Parking
We welcome the recent completion of the new Town Centre car park. Parking was a major
concern for many local businesses. Although it is early days the new car park already
appears to be having a marked positive effect on the availability of parking in the town centre
and encouraging trade to increase. All but one business that responded supported the
existing free parking policy, as did 93% of individuals that responded, with only 5% of
individuals indicating they did not support it (none of whom commented as to why).
“I think the new car park is great and congratulations to all that have made this possible.”
We hope that everyone will be sensitive about the benefits of allowing on street parking on
the High Street to remain available for short term stops by convenience shoppers, and so
avoid using spaces for long term/all day parking. If this unrestricted approach proves
inadequate over time then we will look at the options for parking restrictions along all or part
of the High Street.
“Part of the consultation is on parking provision to help promote businesses in the town.
However what is being done to ensure that the businesses do not use high street parking all
day which actually is part of the problem. Local employers and staff should be using the car
parks away from the town centre.”
The community has given mixed feedback to the benefits and effectiveness of road
improvements including build outs, traffic calming, loading and disabled bays. This response
appears to depend on whether individuals benefit from or are inconvenienced by the
particular feature. Negative comments included:
“They are more of a hazard than a deterrent.”
“Completely pointless and dangerous in High Street South and Purton Road. How does
pushing traffic into collision circumstances improve safety? I regularly see near misses and
encourages ‘road rage’.”
“They have caused more traffic build up and are a nuisance.”
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But some were more positive:
“I think it does slow most of the traffic down.”
“They seem to have slowed traffic and can cause hold ups while cars give way to each other
which may help to discourage traffic using Cricklade as an alternative route.”
We have a particular request that traffic management measures are re-considered for the
most northerly point of the High Street (close to the War Memorial) to reduce traffic speed as
vehicles approach the exit of Cricklade. In particular we are aware of specific concerns
raised by North Wall residents regarding turning, parking and resulting congestion at the
entrance to their estate access road, and the safety issues this creates. Although this area
was examined by Mouchel-Parkman in 2005, and the current arrangements resulted from a
further consultation in 2009/10, we still consider a reduction in road width to a single lane
could be re-evaluated as an appropriate step. 52% of individual responses to consultation
supported traffic calming in this area, but 35% were against (and 13% offered no opinion).
An alternative measure we would like to be given consideration is to provide feedback to
drivers of their speed through this area.
It is desirable to have improved parking in and around the north of the High Street for
residents plus visitors to the Town and the North Meadow nature reserve. We would like the
relevant authorities to continue to explore any options that may assist this.
Another specific measure on which views were sought was a pedestrian crossing in front of
Meadowpark Nursery School in Calcutt Street. It was thought that this would assist in traffic
calming at the eastern entry to the town, as well as provide a safe way for children and
parents to cross to access the car park at Fairview Fields and so ease congestion at the
beginning and end of the school day. Although this was supported by 57% of individuals in
consultation, with 30% against (and 13% offering no opinion), several local residents were
not in favour and pointed out that the car parking outside their properties (which would be
lost) acted as a form of traffic calming at this point along the road.
Indeed it is notable that the results from consultation indicate that existing traffic calming
measures in the High Street were not supported by around 2/3 of individuals who
responded, yet a broadly similar proportion felt that additional traffic calming measures
elsewhere in the town centre were needed. This inconsistency needs further investigation,
as it appears to suggest either that many respondents don’t like the solutions once they get
them, that the solutions implemented are in the wrong locations, or the solutions that are
implemented are not seen to solve the underlying problems.
Wider footpaths elsewhere in the town would encourage mothers with very young children to
walk wheeling their babies and toddlers in pushchairs, as well as parents and their older
children to walk more often. However we recognise that the existing buildings may constrain
the ability to provide this in some places.

Public Transport
We support improvements to local bus services including other destinations such as Purton
and Royal Wootton Bassett, improved late services, and improved timetables to overcome
full buses at peak times. There is a desire for the bus links to major shopping centres, such
as the Orbital Shopping Centre to be improved along with a desire for better links to local
Hospitals.
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In addition given the level of housing in the Reeds area and the location of the leisure facility
it is recommended that consideration is given to have the main bus route altered so that
more services use the bus stop closer to the Leisure Centre.
We also would like more thought to be given as to how public transport could be improved in
order to bring visitors to the North Meadow, especially at the peak time when the fritillaries
are in flower.
Many vehicles used on the routes to and from Cricklade appear to be older stock with poor
access for infirm people and young mothers. We will push for investment into vehicles that
provide easier access for everyone.
The responses to consultation appear to reflect the fact that only a minority of the community
use or rely on the existing bus service. Over 40% of respondents offered no opinion on
improvements to service levels, capacity or bus accessibility. Around 25% of responses felt
the bus provision was adequate, with 33% indicating improvement was needed. Despite the
relatively low proportion of those seeking improvement, for those that rely on the bus service
it is clearly highly desirable, with additional comments reflecting frustration at the frequency
and capacity of services as well as the age of the bus stock used on the routes.
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Environment, Climate Change and Sustainability
We support and agree with the environmental aims of the Wiltshire Core Strategy. Cricklade
Town Council has signed the Nottingham Declaration and supports the use and promotion of
appropriate renewable and sustainable energy technologies.
The Cricklade community wish to work with key partners such as the Environment Agency
and water companies to contribute to the national target for reduction in greenhouse gases.

Biodiversity and Wildlife Conservation
We are keen to enhance the richness and diversity of the countryside’s flora and fauna and
wish to see the most sympathetic management of existing wildlife resources and habitats,
improved maintenance and planting of verges and additional hedgerow trees.
We are also conscious of the need to manage the bodies of rivers (the Thames, the Churn
and the Key), open water and ponds in the area for greatest wildlife and landscape value.
Cricklade is home to two significant Areas of National Environmental Importance:
North Meadow is a large nature reserve with SSSI (Site of Special Scientific Interest) status
which preserves some 80% of Britain's wild Snake's Head Fritillaries in its 110 acres. The
Fritillary is a nationally scarce Red List species regarded as native only in North Wiltshire.
This perennial herb occurs in ‘unimproved grasslands’ that are damp and sometimes flooded
in winter. Traditional management of such meadows is vital to the success of the Fritillary,
and most sites are cut for hay in summer followed by aftermath grazing.
Blakehill is the site for one of the UK's largest grassland restoration projects and Wiltshire
Wildlife Trust's largest nature reserve. This 590 acre site is a massive refuge for wildlife.
Blakehill is one of the biggest expanses of neutral grassland (or “hay meadow”) in the UK.
Once commonplace, today almost all of our hay meadows (up to 98 percent) have gone
because of the post-war intensification of farming. A disused airfield, Blakehill was bought
by Wiltshire Wildlife Trust from the Ministry of Defence and opened to the public in 2005. It
is now home to roe deer, brown hares, kestrels, skylarks and numerous wild flowers.
Additionally Dance Common is 2.47 acres of rough road verge along the Purton Road. This
historically grazed common land is currently unmanaged. We will explore what options are
available to manage this area on an ongoing sustainable basis and in so doing improve the
visual experience from the southern entry to the town.
Three of Wiltshire’s ten Biodiversity Delivery Areas (BDAs) are close to Cricklade and we are
delighted to support the South West Biodiversity Delivery Plan:
• the Cricklade Country Way would create a green recreational and wildlife
corridor linking urban Swindon to Cricklade and the Cotswold Water Park
• the Cotswold Water Park (SSSI Status) is a 40 square mile site for nature
conservation where the requirements of industry, leisure, people and wildlife are
successfully integrated
• the ancient Braydon Forest once covered much of North Wiltshire and is now a
project which encourages owners of Woodland and Farmland to enhance wildlife
corridors
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We value and will actively seek conservation agreements, commitments and undertakings
obtained as part of planning applications, together with financial and other support for
specific projects from grant-giving bodies and organisations.
75% of respondents to consultation indicated we should do more to support wildlife, although
10% (who provided the majority of the additional comments) felt we were doing enough
(15% offered no opinion or did not respond to the question).
“We should be at the forefront.”
“We already do a lot, it’s fine as is.”
We will encourage and support all genuine wildlife and habitat conservation and
improvement efforts undertaken by residents and, landowners and organisations, actively
seek external funding and support for specific conservation projects, and work with the
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust, Natural England/English Heritage and other bodies to achieve the
most sustainable environmental improvements possible.

Climate Change and Water Management
Flooding
The Wiltshire Landscape Character Assessment 2005 defines the area as “a low lying area
centred on the River Thames and its floodplain”.
Cricklade has three rivers immediately adjacent to the town – the Thames, Churn and Key –
and in addition the river Ray enters the Thames from the south downstream of the town
along the parish boundary. The town has suffered fluvial flooding in 1947, 1977, 1992, 1993
and 2007.
Surface water flooding is common due to the non-drainage quality of the ground which is
Oxford clay. In the west of the town the rise of the land together with the clay make this area
particularly vulnerable to surface water flooding. The sewerage infrastructure is inadequate
in parts of the town and is compromised by surface water.
This very localised susceptibility to flooding is reflected in the responses – when asked “”Is
flooding a serious existing problem or risk for you?” only 13% believed that it was with 78%
stating it was not (and 9% not knowing or not responding). Postcode analysis indicates the
problems exist all around the town and are not confined to fluvial flood risk areas as
indicated by the EA Flood Risk Map (see Appendix H).
“Not a SERIOUS risk.”
“Depending on how much storm drains can handle, it’s not serious risk but it is high”.
Many respondents who commented highlighted the localised issues near to them of poorly
maintained or inadequate drainage arrangements:
“EA flood maps show a worst case scenario i.e. 1 in 200 chance. Most flooding that has
caused property damage in Cricklade in the last 25 years has been caused by poorly
maintained drainage systems and people extending their gardens over ditch systems without
installing correct diameter pipes.”
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And a few highlighted fears arising from recent or potential future development:
“It’s a risk as the field behind the house floods and additional development without significant
drainage is likely to increase the risk.”
Predicted Climate Change effects are expected to include heavier rainfall causing rapid
accumulation of surface water.
A Strategic Flooding Risk Assessment is therefore particularly important for Cricklade and
certainly should precede any proposed development within the area, along with a detailed
review of sewerage capability.
Maintenance of watercourses and ditches is the responsibility of the riparian landowners but
is crucial to the mitigation of flooding. Currently the Environment Agency can only provide
enforcement once a problem has occurred. We will make landowners aware of the
imperative importance of their responsibilities to maintain their watercourses in and adjacent
to the town and support actions to change legislation to improve enforcement powers for
local councils at a preventative stage.
Drought
Predicted Climate Change effects are expected to include longer periods of minimal rainfall
causing more frequent water shortages for crops and livestock. We will therefore encourage
each other as residents and businesses to reduce water loss, as well as making maximum
use of water efficient appliances and practices. Rainwater harvesting is recommended
wherever possible with the added benefit in Cricklade that it should reduce surface water
run-off rates into the adjacent watercourses and so be seen as assisting other flood risk
mitigation measures.

Sustainability
Energy Efficiency
As part of its commitment to its sustainability we favour all measures that increase the
energy efficiency of buildings and reduce the consumption of energy. In particular it is vital
to minimise heat loss from buildings through the highest possible standards of insulation. At
the same time, we are keen to see greatest possible use made of energy efficient and low
carbon technologies. We will encourage each other to reduce heat loss from buildings as
well as making maximum use of energy efficient and low carbon technologies
The few comments that were made pointed out that energy efficiency options were very
much individual decisions:
“A matter for individuals and national policy”
“I believe that this is a matter for individual house owners”
Renewable Energy
We are interested in reducing the use of fossil fuels by maximising energy from renewable
sources. In addition to specifying electricity from ‘green’ sources, we see a particular role for
the use of renewable energy technology in both existing and new, residential and community
buildings. We will raise the awareness of renewable energy, encouraging greater use of
‘green’ electricity together with the installation and use of renewable energy systems.
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A few comments were made both for and against local larger scale renewable energy:
“We have windy sites where we could build a co-op windfarm like Westmill and be free from
electricity bills forever.”
“Not at significant expense or visual impact though”
“but NO to biomass or windfarms”

Waste Recycling and Disposal
As part of our commitment to environmental sustainability and to minimise the need for
landfill, we will encourage as much waste reduction, re-use, recycling and home composting.
Cricklade currently has a fortnightly “Black Box” kerbside collection of glass bottles and jars,
paper, tins and textiles; wheelie bin (or “No-blow” blue bags, depending on household)
collections of plastic bottles and cardboard, and optional wheelie bin collections of garden
waste. Non-recyclable household waste collections have been fortnightly since April 2012.
Glass bottles and jars, paper, tins and textiles recycling facilities are also provided at the
Cricklade Leisure Centre. Local initiatives have also been undertaken to encourage Battery
and Low Energy Light Bulb (CFL) recycling and the home-composting of organic waste.
“We do a lot already through Cricklade CAN.”
We will continue to encourage waste reduction, re-use, recycling and home composting and
support initiatives to extend and increase public recycling facilities and their use.
“Anything that assists people to be green should be encouraged.”
“Weekly recycling collecting would help, as would flexibility in planning consent in relation to
things like insulation, double glazing etc.”

Street Lighting
Adequate street lighting is important but several responses to consultation commented that
lower energy solutions could be provided without impacting on safety and security. We will
continue with the work currently under way to minimise light pollution with part-night
operation and control of times all lights are being used, along with use of low energy lighting
sources. This additionally assists with keeping with the character of the Town.
“Switch off some street lighting at night, we don’t need so much lighting”

Home-working
Given its potential to secure local employment, strengthen the community and reduce the
need for travel to work, we are keen to do everything possible to encourage home-working
whether as part of full, part-time or self-employment.
In particular, we wish to see the extension of broad-band telecommunications access to all
residents (this is covered in the Business section) and the development of self-help activities
which bring home-workers together and provide support for home-based businesses. We
will encourage local services and activities supporting residents in home-working.
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Farming
“The agricultural use of the area combines arable and wet pasture, with open water ditches
as well as hedgerows defining boundaries. Field patterns vary from small and irregular to
larger, geometric fields often in arable use on dryer or drained gravel areas”2.
Farming around Cricklade is predominantly based on livestock. We see Countryside
Stewardship schemes (especially including Organic) undertaken by farmers and landowners
as an important means of securing environmental benefits. Increasing intensification of
existing enterprises could be damaging, leading to the use of ever larger machinery and
more cost-efficient operations, resulting in increased field amalgamation, noise, pollution and
traffic hazard. 89% of respondents felt it was important to support the mixed farming around
Cricklade, although a few pointed out that this was not necessarily linked to the provision of
local produce:
“I think community is an important part of Cricklade and we should do all we can to support
our local farmers”
We will encourage efforts to maintain the viability of the existing mixed farming systems,
providing they do not involve intensification or diversification of a type or scale likely to cause
significant changes to the character of the countryside, the tranquillity of the environment or
the amenity of residents.
“The farm land around Cricklade is one of the aspects the makes us want to live in the town,
changes to this would be bad for the ambience of the town.”
Local produce supply
Cricklade continues to enjoy the benefits of local food supplies from a variety of local groups
and organisations including the Country Market, Bloomers produce, new allotments, GrowYour-Own, Local Farmers, local meat and vegetable boxes and even a beer/food vouchers
exchange scheme from one of the local pubs. Some felt that more could be done:
“Start a farmers/craft market on a Saturday or introduce a local co-operative style farm shop”
though there were words of caution too:
“As long as it is not too costly to the consumer.”
We will support enterprises for locally supplied produce and encourage local home shopping
or delivery services to make their availability better known in the town.

Dog Fouling
As with many similar towns and villages, dog fouling is a major issue for many residents.
78% of respondents sought more enforcement of offenders, with only 11% believing it was
not a serious enough problem.
“The amount of dog mess around is appalling. There should be more enforcement on
playing fields - dogs are walked here.”
“Dog mess absolutely ruins Cricklade. It is disgusting.”

2

Source: North Wiltshire Disctrict Landscape Character Assessment – 12A: Thames Open Clay Vale
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A couple of responses commented that the problem wasn’t confined to dogs:
“On the cycle path between Cricklade and Swindon, not only do you get dog mess but also
horse dung. Why don't we ask the horse riders to pick up their horses' mess too?”
There were mixed views expressed about whether the situation was getting better or worse:
“This seems to be an increasing problem.”
“This has improved greatly in the last 2 years so just needs monitoring.”
A number of dog waste and litter bins that can be used for both dog faeces and litter are
located around popular dog walking areas of the town. These are well used and are emptied
regularly, but many dog owners/walkers still remain unwilling or are careless and fail to clear
up after their dogs. A Dog Warden visits the town on a regular basis to try and encourage
more owners to clear up after their dogs - and to detect and occasionally fine offenders.
“I am a dog owner and am horrified by how many owners do not "pick up". I often pick up for
them!”
“I have dogs and always clean up after them, there is no excuse. It is also not acceptable to
clean up after an animal and then leave the bag hanging from trees and bushes!”
“Unfortunately, sessions with the Dog Warden are likely only attended by those 'responsible'
owners. It's the irresponsible ones who fail to clean up after them!”
We will expect posters and penalty notices to be refreshed frequently and encourage
residents to highlight these to people who do not appear to be clearing up after their dogs.
“We need visible enforcement, patrols and posters as well as strong condemnation from
responsible dog owners.”
“However enforcement is nearly impossible as you cannot have someone on patrol. It is best
done through public pressure and education.”
“People need to say something if they see dogs fouling footpaths. Residents cannot turn a
blind eye!”
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Tourism
We support proposals to encourage economic growth in the Town through an increase in
visitor numbers. Cricklade has many attributes - First Town on the Thames, a Saxon Town,
Champion of Champions in Britain in Bloom 2011 and Gateway to the Cotswold Water Park
- so there are many good reasons to visit our Town.
However we recognise that any increase in visitors will place some strain on our existing
facilities and attractions and therefore must be managed with both the residents and
environment in mind.
“We need to be careful about overpromotion of the natural environmental assets and avoid
them becoming spoilt by too many visitors. Cricklade seems to have the balance about right
and I don't think it should be trying to do more.”
We welcome the positive approach of Cricklade Town Council in recognising the need for
increased tourism through its dedicated Working Party and its continued support of the
Tourist Information Point (TIP) to improve and enhance the visitor experience following the
withdrawal of financial support by Wiltshire Council.
“It may be of more benefit to promote tourism and encourage visitors rather than extending
Cricklade to become a suburb of Swindon. It won't be attractive to any member of the public
if that were to happen and many of the current residents would likely move away.”
“The development of tourism in the town and across area can only have a positive effect generating new wealth and opportunities for the local community, but also developing pride
and passion for the townsfolk.”
Nature Based Tourist Attractions
North Meadow is 110 acres of ancient, uncultivated hay meadow, rich in wild flowers, which
is in the care of English Nature, lying on the flood plain between the River Thames and River
Churn, and is internationally recognised for its population of the rare and endangered
snake’s head fritillaries.
Blakehill Farm managed by Wiltshire Wildlife Trust is one of the UK’s largest grassland
restoration projects. This 590 acres site is a massive refuge for wildlife, including roe deer,
skylarks and kestrels, and is also one of the biggest expanses of neutral grassland (or hay
meadow) in the UK.
North Meadow and Blakehill Farm, both open to the public, are by their very nature sensitive
sites of special scientific interest (SSSIs). In order to encourage visitors but also protect
these assets for future generations we recognise that careful management and co-operation
with the stakeholders will be required.
We support the Cricklade Country Way Project (including the railway, canal, cycle track,
bridle paths and footpaths) as this will bring a large range of visitors to new areas close to
the Town, as well as providing a further recreational area for local people who will use the
facilities by walking and cycling.
80% of respondents to the consultation questionnaire were in favour of the Country Way
Project as a whole with only 5% in opposition.
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“These are the reasons we live in Cricklade, access to the outdoors and facilities such as
cycle tracks and canal paths are one of the biggest assets of the town”
“All these would bring more trade and thus jobs to the town.”
The strongest support was for the walking and cycling routes with slightly less for the railway
and canal. This question garnered the highest number of comments in the Tourism section
with a number of commenters worried that a canal would negatively affect the river and
others concerned about the route of the canal and railway3.
“The Canal is now not compatible with the current layout of Cricklade where infill has
covered up the viable routes. I am concerned that some proposed routes could divert the
River Thames and lead to higher risk of flooding long term.”
“Generally support however the railway and canal projects should not specify a route that
could blight existing homes.”
The Thames Path and River Thames are also in need of enhancement. Adequate water
management policies need to be developed to ensure this takes place to prevent flood
damage and allow safe access to the areas for all. Additionally the Thames Path requires
better signage to ensure safe passage and guidance for ramblers along it within the confines
of Cricklade parish, and also improved surfacing of some seasonally very muddy stretches
of the path.
When asked “We are lucky to live in the First Town on the Thames, but do you think
we need to enhance and clear out the river and provide better signage for visitors?”,
81% of respondents had a positive response with one resident pointing out that “luck doesn’t
come into it”! Overall the comments favoured maintenance of the river and improved signage
but 7% responded negatively.

Town Walls, Heritage Trail and Town Guide
One of the main features of historical interest in the town is that its origins were in Saxon
times. Unfortunately the original ramparts of the walls are no longer visible, but the area that
formed the original Saxon settlement was designated a scheduled ancient monument in
1979 to protect it from further development. Many of the dimensions of the house frontages
onto the High Street still conform to the original Saxon size of 33 feet. The archaeological
importance of this area (and its potential to draw in more visitors) is recognised and so we
support moves to increase the “visibility” of how the current town relates to its history.
“How about a Saxon heritage centre near the North Meadow to attract visitors - we claim to
be a Saxon Town but where the evidence?”
Cricklade is fortunate in having numerous buildings and landmarks with historic significance
that span the centuries of human settlement. These range from the dominant and iconic
tower of St Sampson’s Church to the pre 8th century Meer Stone boundary marker, and the
ancient North Meadow nature reserve (world famous for its snakes head fritillaries) to the
recently completed Saxon’s Rest community garden.
3

After the consultation period closed, Swindon & Cricklade Railway requested that a new route for the railway was considered
to extend it to the Cotswold Waterpark via the Chelworth Industrial Estate. The claim was this would not only provide a tourist
rail route from Swindon through to the waterpark but could also provide a freight route for goods to Chelworth Industrial Estate.
thereby reducing traffic through the town and enhancing the desirability to tourists. This relies on a direct connection to the
main rail network and there are doubts about this being feasible. Since this may also reduce concerns arising from a station
and subsequent car- parking in Cricklade, we believe this should be the subject of further targeted consultation before
becoming included within the Town Plan.
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Although much of its history has long gone the Heritage Trail identifies the sites, buildings
and history of the Town. The trail encourages visitors to walk the Town and in so doing
encourages visitor footfall to shops and eating places.
“Everything that promotes Cricklade as a place to visit should be encouraged because of the
positive impact this will have on businesses and the local economy.”
A list of Cricklade’s main historic and community buildings is contained in Appendix C –
some of these remain in public ownership but many are privately owned and maintained,
both by individuals and private trusts. Summary information about the key buildings is
contained within the regularly updated Town Guide and more detail is always available from
the active Historical Society from its Museum in Calcutt Street.
When asked “Do you support work to improve Tourism in Cricklade, to allow visitors
to enjoy local attractions e.g. fritillaries and help support our local businesses?”, 84%
of respondents replied positively and overall most people indicated that they were proud to
share their town with visitors.
“As a resident I would support more tourism (subject to improved infrastructure) as I'm proud
of where I live and have no problem sharing that with visitors to the town.”
More than one respondent suggested that the town change its name to Cricklade on
Thames to attract more visitors. Other respondents praised the Cricklade Bloomers for the
work they do to make our town more desirable. Only 4% responded negatively.

Promotion
All of these elements give Cricklade a Unique Selling Point (USP) making it a worthy place
to visit. We will support this USP with a continued programme to encourage visitors through
such measures as free car parking, development of coach parking facilities, visitor websites
and tourist information literature, floral enhancement and support to Cricklade in Bloom. The
development of the present Museum and a future Arts and Crafts centre within Cricklade will
also give diversity to the visitor experience.
“If we are to encourage tourism the Tourist Information offices should be open at weekends
and bank holidays when we can expect tourists to be in the town.”
There is perceived to be insufficient local accommodation for visitors, particularly dog
friendly and in the budget price range, and so an increase in Bed and Breakfast and caravan
and camper sites within walking distance of the Town would be a welcome boost to footfall
and visitor numbers, as well as providing additional income into the local economy. (For
currently available accommodation for visitors see Appendix F.)
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Planning

Prerequisite to Development
It should be taken as read that no developments of any type will be supported unless it is
demonstrated that they will have no adverse affect on flooding and that adequate drainage,
sewerage and other infrastructure is in place or will be provided.
Provision of new housing
It is recognised that how much (if at all) Cricklade should grow in population and built area is
contentious. Currently its layout is such that virtually all residents are within a ten minute
walk of both the High Street and the main Junior/Infants school. Significant growth would
both diminish the general attractiveness of the town and result in a large increase in people
needing / choosing to drive to the shops or to do the school run.
“It is vitally important for Cricklade to maintain its feel as a small town, keeping it distinct from
Swindon and other towns. If further building is required we should strongly fight any plan to
use any existing greenfield location.”
In addition, owing to the limited employment opportunities within the town, any population
increase would inevitably lead to more commuting out of the town. The existing bus services
are well used during the weekday rush hours but the infrequent or non-existent off-peak
services mean that those working longer or irregular hours have no choice but to use a
private car. A significantly larger population than currently would lead to a decrease in
sustainability, due to an increase in traffic both for commuting and increasing use of
motorised transport within Cricklade.
Given the social changes which are reducing the average size of households across the UK
and increasing demand for houses even without increases in overall population, it is not
realistic to propose that there should be no increase at all in the number of dwellings within
the town.
Therefore the Cricklade community accepts its proportionate share of the target for new
housing given in the Wiltshire Core Strategy (currently in draft) which gives a target total of
115 new houses that are not already permitted to be permitted between now and 2026 in the
communities of Cricklade, Purton, Lydiard Millicent, Lyneham, Bradenstoke, Broad Town,
Hook, Latton, Purton Stoke, Bushton, Clyffe Pypard, Tockenham and Marston Meysey.
The Cricklade community also accepts the principle in the Wiltshire Core Strategy that it is
more sustainable to concentrate growth on existing larger settlements. Since Cricklade and
Purton have a similar population, then if out of the total of 115-120 new homes in the above
settlements 40 dwellings plus a 40 bed nursing / old persons’ home were in Cricklade, the
town would be providing more than a reasonable share of the identified housing need within
the Community Area. Results from consultation justifying this position are included in the
Housing section of this document.
It is worth noting that permitted traveller/gypsy sites provided in Cricklade parish are not
included within the above numbers but also provide needed homes contributing towards
meeting housing need.
On this basis we would expect to oppose planning applications that would (or would appear
likely to) increase the number of houses in Cricklade by more than 40 in total between now
and 2026. The 40 bed nursing / old persons’ home would be in addition to this.
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The types of housing required are dealt with in the section on housing. There are a number
of styles of housing and density in the town and it would be a fundamental requirement that
any new development should be of a high quality of design and sympathetic to the style and
scale of properties around it, whether it in the central conservation area or in (or adjacent to)
one of the newer estates around the periphery of the town.
Location of new housing
Over the next 15 years we consider it should be possible for 40 new homes to arise by infill
and redevelopment within the existing settlement boundary, so their inhabitants would be
within walking distance of the town centre and most principal amenities. (See Appendix G
for a map showing the current settlement boundary.) We expect about half of these to arise
from individual or small scale private development and about half to be provided by
redevelopment of part of the existing social housing.
We recognise that any redevelopment of existing social housing must be done sensitively
and so be planned over several years. However we consider this activity to be overdue.
Over the last 50 years the density of market/owner-occupied housing has increased, in
recognition of the relative scarcity of land within existing settlements and the overarching
desire to protect the adjacent open countryside. This has been achieved both in the design
of new multi-unit developments and through reduction in garden sizes as owners have
chosen to build additional single dwellings on what they viewed as excess garden area.
The main area of social housing in the centre of Cricklade dates from the 1950s-60s. Social
housing has to date not been subject to the same evolving increase of housing density as
market housing. There is a potential opportunity to increase social housing provision within
the same geographic area through redevelopment to make more efficient use of the land.
We would therefore welcome increased affordable/social housing provision within its existing
area and GreenSquare (formerly trading as Westlea) as the Registered Social Landlord is
thus strongly encouraged to be proactive in seeking redevelopment of part of its existing
estate, by managing tenancies and where necessary buying back properties sold under
previous right-to-buy initiatives. This would take place in full consultation with existing
residents. Redevelopment would be expected to increase housing density to a level
consistent with that of new market housing, so creating additional and modernised social
housing units that better meet the lifestyle expectations of the 21st century. We recognise
that such redevelopment should not increase the density to the extreme extent of some
recent private developments. In particular adequate space should be preserved for car
parking in line with current Wiltshire Council standards and also appropriately sized gardens
should be retained.
“Houses need to be sensibly sized, with GARDENS and PARKING, and the council needs to
ensure they are affordable.”
Such a strategy is seen as strongly preferable to expansion outside the existing settlement
boundary; only two responses to consultation specifically requested that the boundary
should be proactively reviewed in the short term. This means that planning applications for
new social housing which seek the exception of Core Policy 44 (CP44) in the Wiltshire Core
Strategy will be opposed. [CP44 allows granting of planning permission for small sites (10 or
less dwellings) of only affordable housing as an exception to normal planning policies. The
first condition of CP44 is that development must have the support of the local community.]
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Potential Relaxation of the Existing Settlement Boundary
We will only consider extending the built up area into the countryside if the rate of infill
housing proposals coming forward does not appear likely to deliver 40 new homes by 2026.
Potential greenfield locations for any new housing are limited by the flood plain to the east
(see Appendix H) and a strong desire to maintain the rural context of the town’s setting,
specifically preserving the town’s distinct historic identity by preventing the possibility of
coalescence with Swindon. (It should be noted that the Tadpole Farm development extends
to within two miles of Cricklade.)
These physical and environmental constraints will be compromised by significant expansion
outside the existing built up area. It is noted that large scale developments proposed within
or immediately adjacent to Swindon (for example Tadpole Farm, which has recently received
outline planning permission) will expand the Swindon urban area towards Cricklade. We will
consequently actively resist larger scale developments on Cricklade’s edges that will expand
its own town boundary towards the south.
We therefore currently consider the optimal/least bad location for a more concentrated single
development of new houses to be through an extension to Reeds. More details on the
additional reasoning behind this selection are set out in Appendix B.
Several responses to consultation expressed concern about the phrasing of the question in
relation to coalescence with Swindon and this being coupled with the suggestion that any
extension of the settlement boundary should preferentially be at Reeds:
“Of course, we ALL think and know that we want to keep separate from Swindon BUT is
Reeds the best option - that is the question...it would be misleading to take all of the pdf
answers confirming that Reeds is the best option.”
“Although I support this initiative I was unhappy with the fact that the paper copy of the
survey grouped the question regarding the development of houses towards Swindon with the
suggestion that development should occur on Reeds.”
Consultation respondents were offered the option of filling in the questionnaire online and
one third (234) did so with two thirds (469) submitting paper responses. The online option
offered two distinct questions. Many paper respondents edited their paper or commented to
highlight they wished to give a different response to the two parts of the question.
Results to the first part of the question “If the built up area grows, do you think
protecting Cricklade as a Town separate from Swindon is important?” by method of
responding are shown below:
PAPER RETURNS

INTERNET RETURNS
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The majority of online respondents in favour of resisting coalescence is even more marked
than that from those completing paper responses:
“Cricklade is unique and it must retain its individuality and MUST never be conjoined with
Swindon.”
“We moved to Cricklade 14 years ago because we did not want to live in Swindon and we
liked the feel of a small town and what it had to offer. If we wanted more facilities then we
would not be here.”
Responses to the second part of the question “If necessary do you think Reeds is the
best location to extend?” are more markedly different in the two modes of response:
PAPER RETURNS

INTERNET RETURNS

This shows many more online respondents chose to offer no opinion on location rather than
indicate a preference.
Many suggestions of alternative areas to extend did not provide arguments to justify their
views and some failed to take account of the constraints that exist (e.g. the fluvial flood plain
or areas subject to frequent surface water flooding). Others used the question to reinforce
their belief that there should be no expansion under any circumstances.
In summary the responses appear to support a maximum of 30 additional new dwellings in
the Reeds area should be considered over the 15 year time horizon but only if sufficient
infill developments do not come forward. We recognise however that the analysis in
Appendix B ought to be tested and subjected to further scrutiny and recommend that this is
undertaken as part of the neighbourhood planning process. It should be emphasised that
the identification of this area is only in the context that it is to be used as a
contingency if the required number of dwellings cannot be accommodated by infill /
redeveloping within the existing built up area.
Any identification of greenfield land for housing outside the existing settlement boundary
may be expected to deliver a substantial increase in its land value. We will expect an
appropriate proportion of this increase to be made available for the benefit of the Cricklade
community. Further details on the principles that we would wish to see adopted in
determining this amount before supporting any such development are set out in Appendix E.
We would also expect any development outside the settlement boundary to deliver a high
contribution towards the provision of a form of affordable housing for the benefit of local
Cricklade residents or those with a strong existing association with Cricklade as identified by
the housing needs study, in addition to this financial benefit for use elsewhere in the
community.
Should developments be proposed for the western periphery of the existing built up area in
general, and specifically any developments along the Fiddle or the Forty, we consider these
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should be confined to ribbon type development adjacent to existing roads/lanes and should
be of sympathetic style and density to the existing houses in the area. In view of the existing
housing stock in this area, we consider that development should be capped at 20 dwellings
in total for all such ribbon development on the periphery of the existing built up area (with the
exception of a potential Reeds extension). It should be emphasised that nothing in this
paragraph should be taken to override the maximum number and preferred location and type
of new homes described elsewhere in this Plan.
Wiltshire Council’s Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment published in December
2011 confirms that there should be land available for housing in the locations discussed.
A nursing/old people’s home would most appropriately be located adjacent to or via an
extension to Heberden House so that it was towards the centre of the Town and its High
Street facilities and so residents faced minimal disruption as their needs changed. Such a
development should not be allowed to result in the loss of the children’s play area without a
suitable replacement. An alternative location to consider would be the centrally located
police station, noting this would be subject to the outcome of the concurrent campus
consultation and resulting proposals, and would need to address the issue of adequate
parking availability.
We welcome and fully support the Area Board’s establishment of a Working Party to
consider the issues around provision of this facility in more detail. Responses to
consultation have shown there is some confusion over what is being suggested by a
“nursing/old people’s home”. We recommend that the first task of this Working Party is to
define more precisely what is being proposed and seek confirmation from the people of
Cricklade that this is what they feel is necessary and meets the needs of the community.
Business
The creation/maintenance of a vibrant High Street comprising a unique mixture of purely
residential and retail properties plus a few non retail businesses is one of the main
challenges facing the community. We will actively oppose any change of use from
retail/other commercial to purely residential in this area, with the exception of any premise
the use of which has changed since 1st January 2011 from residential to commercial. This
exception is intended not to discourage premises that are currently residential from having a
go at running a business for fear of being prevented from reverting to residential use.
We will in general support developments that increase employment in the town providing
that this is not accompanied by a significant increase in traffic (particularly HGVs) going
through the centre of the town. Proposals to create employment in the Calcutt area would
therefore be particularly supported. Developments in other areas that would generate
significant additional traffic would only be supported if they were accompanied by funding to
compensate for any adverse traffic impact, for example by enabling the Southern bypass or
a viable alternative HGV route to proceed.
Conservation Area
A significant area of the town centred around the High Street is a designated conservation
area. As well as providing a pleasing environment for Cricklade residents this is a key
attraction for visitors to the town which is important given the central role that tourism plays
in the prosperity of many local businesses. Developments that detract from the character of
this area will therefore be opposed particularly vigorously, although we expect this to be
applied pragmatically and not prevent the natural evolution of the buildings and structures to
meet the current needs of their occupants.
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Conversely proposals to enhance the conservation area will be supported, a particular
example being to alter the appearance of the police station to something more sympathetic
to the surrounding buildings.
A comprehensive and detailed Conservation Area Statement was produced in 1999. This
remains a valuable and relevant document which will continue to be supported, albeit it
would benefit from being brought up to date to account for the changes and developments
since it was produced. We recommend that a Working Party is set up to undertake this
exercise.
We will in general welcome sympathetic conversion of historic buildings where this
preserves the key historic features but makes them more suitable for current uses.
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Health, Social Care and Education
Health
Cricklade is blessed with two general practices, a pharmacy, a private dental practice and an
optician. All other health resources are accessed through the practices. 73% of respondents
to consultation felt that Cricklade had adequate provision of health facilities, with only 15%
replying negatively and 12% offering no opinion.
Whilst ‘healthier’ than average, in 2001 Cricklade had 565 residents who were classified as
having a long term illness.
There are improvements that could be made for access to the remote services: specifically,
for those without their own transport, access to our major local hospital (the Great Western)
is difficult. This was highlighted by many during consultation and is covered in the Transport
section.
There is no NHS dentist access in Cricklade. The nearest access is in Redhouse Village,
some 4 miles away, again with no direct bus service. 56 individuals commented via the
consultation about the lack of an NHS dentist, by far the single most important specific
health related issue identified as missing in Cricklade.

Social Care
There is no monitored residential care for the elderly. We welcome moves by Wiltshire
Council and our Area Board to take forward plans for a residential care home in Cricklade
(see Housing and Planning Sections of this Town Plan). There was some variability in what
people were seeking, with some comments during consultation seeking specifically a nursing
home whilst others sought some unspecified but potentially lower level of care.
The Open Door drop-in centre is greatly valued by those that use it and its existence was
supported by 82% of respondents, with only 2% responding negatively and 16% offering no
opinion.
“This is a superb resource for older people and should be supported.”
“It is a fantastic facility and was a life line for my mother who suffered with dementia and was
very lonely. The open door project is a great asset and should be supported.”
However a few negative comments were provided about the location in Jenner Hall.
“Yes this is an important social provider, however, Jenner Hall appears to be a financial
drain and there a multiple locations around Cricklade which could be used instead.”
We will therefore demand the continuation of the current level of funding as a minimum for
this initiative. Indeed given the above average increase in the older members of the
population in Cricklade we will press for increases in funding support to cover the increasing
costs over time.

Local Schools and Other Education
Currently there are two separate State schools in Cricklade (an Infants School and a Junior
School), two Private Schools, two Pre Schools and the Sure Start Centre.
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Most consultation respondents thought there was sufficient provision of pre-school facilities,
with 62% saying yes, only 2% saying no and the remainder offering no opinion:
“There are 3 providers that I'm aware of, which gives plenty of choice.”
The process underway during 2011 and early 2012, which was to result in the combination
of the two State schools into one primary school, was stopped in mid 2012 following a review
of consultation responses and subsequent rethink by Infants School Governors. Partly as a
result of the extensive public consultation that took place around this process, no specific
questions about the schools in Cricklade were part of the consultation for this Town Plan.
The combined attendance of the schools has ranged from 363 in 2002 to currently 331. The
drop in numbers could well be attributed to the aging population profile as outlined above
and the absence of adequate affordable housing for younger families. However we are of
the view that the school(s) would still be of a viable size even if pupil numbers reduced
further, and whilst funding limitations for a smaller school may limit the scope of activities
offered some parents may view a smaller school community as positive. Regardless, the
school buildings are likely to need investment in the near future to ensure standards are
maintained.
There is no secondary or higher education provision in Cricklade. Secondary school age
children have access to free bus/coach services to Bradon Forest in Purton, with the
alternative choices of Farmor’s in Fairford or Kingshill in Cirencester. This is currently
viewed as satisfactory provision but we will continue to demand free travel is maintained for
Cricklade children to at least one local secondary school.
There is little or no provision for adult education in Cricklade. In order to investigate whether
there is demand for this provision, especially in IT skills to enable older members of the
community to access services as they increasingly move online, the consultation sought
opinions about the level of provision of adult education, especially IT. There was a very
mixed response, with 40% seeking increased provision, 20% against and 40% offering no
opinion. Some of those against pointed out that opportunities were available elsewhere:
“Excellent provision already in Swindon and Cirencester with excellent facilities.”
“A better bus service to Swindon would be better for this”
but other comments suggested a local need:
“The ability to learn to use a computer would be welcomed by many older residents.”
“It would be good to have a learning hub in the town which could cater for all ages”.
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Crime/Community Safety
The Cricklade community is fortunate to live in an area where there are in general low levels
of crime and a low fear of crime amongst its population. We believe this is in part due to the
sensitive but regular policing of the area.
“Most of the issues that arise are probably non emergencies and therefore could be handled
by PCSOs/Neighbourhood Policing Team. Although a regular Police presence should
remain.”
“It is good to have a couple of named police officers with Cricklade responsibility to provide a
continuity of policing policies for the town.”
The community would like to see the existing Neighbourhood Policing presence maintained
as a minimum standard: a total of 95% of individuals saw this as very important (75% of
respondents) or important (20% of respondents), with comments asking that it continues to
be visible, ideally as a foot patrol:
“We need police on the beat not in cars.”
“It would be nice to see a police officer patrolling the town on foot.”
“Now that the Police station is unmanned it is more important to have an active Police
presence on the streets.”
The clear majority of the community (nearly 60% of respondents) also believes that the
CCTV cameras around the town provide an important deterrent to crime without imposing an
unacceptable loss of privacy on law-abiding residents, in addition to providing a valuable
source of evidence in cases where crimes are committed.
“It at least makes it more difficult to commit crime.”
Several comments were made by residents unaware that they existed in Cricklade:
“I would suggest that it is made more obvious that there are CCTV cameras. I was not aware
but fully support them.”
“More signs so people know they are there.”
A minority of 17% did not believe they worked or were worth the funding, with a further 17%
offering no opinion (6% did not answer the question), though these respondents generated a
disproportionate number of additional comments:
“Would not think that level of crime justifies and can be seen as identifying area with
negative perceptions.”
“I would prefer the money spent on police presence”
We therefore support the continued use of CCTV in and around the town but ask the Town
Council to take account of all comments related to their siting and use.
The major safety issues of concern to residents are speeding traffic and HGVs passing
unacceptably close to pedestrians on narrow pavements. These issues are addressed
elsewhere in this Town Plan.
We would ask Cricklade Town Council and Wiltshire Police to continue to ensure the safety
of Cricklade’s residents through continued monitoring by staff, officers and councillors and
also by investigating all concerns raised by residents and taking appropriate action.
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“There is way too much anti social behaviour from a small section of the communitylittering, stealing , etc.”
“Our front garden wall was vandalised recently and although the Police won't be able to
catch and charge the guilty party, reporting the incident to our local 'bobby' helps to draw
and update a picture of our town and how the community is fairing within it.”
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Leisure/Community Activities
Community Buildings
A challenge we face as a community is to find the resources (both financial and time) to
maintain our historic and community assets for future generations, as well as ensure that the
town does not stagnate but can evolve and accommodate change to suit the needs and
aspirations of its current inhabitants as it has in the past. We will continue to explore
whether we are making the best use of the historic and public buildings within the town.
We believe there would be benefit from the owners/managers of existing halls and rooms
within the town sharing information regarding the uses and requests for use to see whether
the needs of today’s community can be better met through a rationalisation of locations.
Library and Museum
The Library is viewed as a valuable facility within the town by over 85% of individuals who
expressed an opinion and we are grateful to the volunteers who have enabled it to extend its
opening hours despite reduction in funding from Wiltshire Council.
“Library is most important”
There were mixed comments made on its current location:
“The Library should be maintained at its current location”
“I'll be honest: I've lived here nearly 5 years and did not know Cricklade even HAS a library.
I must walk or drive past it a dozen times every week.”
“Unhappy that the Library is on the 1st floor even with lift access.”
The future of the Library is being considered as part of the community campus process.
Cricklade is fortunate to have an active Historical Society who run and maintain its Museum.
Over 81% of individuals who expressed an opinion supported it also continuing.
“Both are tremendous assets that add to the heritage and well being of the town.”
“They're not promoted enough.”
This archive is used regularly as a source of historical information for individuals and other
organisations both inside and outside the Town.
“The museum is a bit 'weak' and needs a bit more 'umph..', in terms of profile and opening
hours, as it is actually VERY interesting!”
Although the Historical Society recently confirmed its intent to continue with its current lease
and stay in its current location, most comments made expressed a wish to see the museum
relocate, possibly to be co-located with the library:
“Museum is great but could attract more visitors if it were more central and part of the larger
campus - it could then have longer/more flexible opening hours perhaps.”
“Museum is mainly an archive resource for research. Would like to see more exhibitions
about Cricklade's history in accessible locations.”
“Museum is not very well advertised, or known in comparison to other facilities, despite
providing a very interesting insight into the history of Cricklade. This is possibly partially due
to its location. It could be better located more centrally to the High Street alongside the other
facilities and the tourist route towards the Thames.”
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Sport and the Leisure Centre
For its size, Cricklade has a very good range of sporting activity with a larger number of
youth/sports groups. The football, rugby and cricket clubs enjoy their own separate grounds
and there is a 9-hole private golf course within the parish. Other activities include martial
arts, supervised gym sessions, etc. Most youth sports oversight is provided by parents on a
volunteer basis with some leadership met by the Leisure Centre and private coaches.
We are privileged to have had a Leisure Centre within the town for over 30 years, providing
facilities that many towns of our size envy. Over 90% of individuals who answered the
consultation question believed the Leisure Centre was valuable to the town.
“Value of the leisure centre cannot be underestimated - benefits to people are not just
physical but access to these facilities changes lives.”
“Well run centre and much appreciated.”
“Whilst I realise we are on the outskirts of Cricklade, as it is our local town we enjoy using
and supporting the towns facilities whenever possible.”
Less than 2% of individuals offered the contrary view:
“There appears to be a growing number of people who prefer to get their physical activity in
much better commercial centres nearby”
However it has been clear for some time that the centre is rapidly becoming unfit for purpose
in size and design. The building is coming to a stage where major capital works will need to
be carried out in order to ensure its future. Several responses commented on this:
“I also think there needs be more leisure and entertainment provision - we have to get our
leisure centre to a decent standard, and introduce a club or cinema for the community.”
“I feel the leisure centre is essential to Cricklade. It should be further developed to give more
options and interests for the older children. This is the group that seems neglected and
bored.”
“Family changing facilities and decent showers would be great at the leisure centre plus
generally more support and inclusive events/activities for families with disabled children.”
“Better pool opening times.”
The Leisure Centre is currently waiting to find out what funding is to be released under the
“community campus” initiative.
All sports in the town have fairly adequate facilities. It would be highly beneficial if all the
sports groups in the town would form a strong collaborative working body as this gives real
strength and depth when applications are made for funding. We will seek to bring such a
group together. This might be of particularly benefit to minority groups.
Cricklade Town Council, the Library and the Leisure Centre all hold comprehensive up to
date lists of sports providers along with the contacts.
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Churches/Religious Organisations
Cricklade has at least four active Christian communities who meet in the town: in addition to
the Anglican community who meet in the parish church of St Sampson’s, Cricklade has a
Roman Catholic church community who meet in St Mary’s and a joint United Reformed/
Methodist church who meet at the United Church in Calcutt Street, as well as representation
from the Society of Friends (Quakers).
“Not only do the churches supply halls and facilities for such groups as Brownies, Toddler
Groups and the Community Choir, many church members play a very active part in Town
Life. It is an important part, I feel, of what makes this town ‘tick’.”

Town Activities
There are currently a large number of activities catering for all sections of the Cricklade
community. A comprehensive list is maintained with the Town Council in order that anyone
within the community, or even more importantly joining the community, can find out what is
going on and easily access contact details. Activities range from Art to Theatre, and toddler
groups to a drop-in centre.
We will continue to maintain our commitment to supporting such groups as a key component
of a vibrant, healthy, diverse and happy community.
An overwhelming majority – nearly 95% of individuals who answered - supported Cricklade
continuing with local events and festivals for the enjoyment of the residents and visitors:
“We value the diverse community events and combined 'celebrations' i.e. town events these really help build community sense and spirit.”
“I think we are lucky in Cricklade, there are useful shops, a library, it's a friendly community
and there are lots of events - festival, bonfire, Christmas lights etc involving the whole
community.”
Two additionally commented:
“We need a music venue or music festival”
Over 44% felt provision for children and young people in the Town was appropriate with only
14% expressing that it was not. Perhaps most significant is that over 40% offered no
response or no opinion, possibly reflecting the age of respondents - one commented:
“Being of the older generation I have no idea.”
When asked where specific improvements could be there were several individual comments
requesting a focus on a specific age group, but these reflected the full spread of ages:
“More facilities for older children/teenagers needed.”
“Play Park for Older Children.”
“Play facilities for younger children (up to age 7-8)”
“A playground for younger (up to 3 yrs) would be great.”
A few comments suggested the existing facilities should be expanded or improved:
“I would expect more playground/playing field space available in a town this size.”
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“The play areas are already very good. But equipment should be sited not to interfere with
local residents i.e. it is the wrong type of equipment by Heberden House where it should only
be suitable for young children. The larger equipment should be on the playing field by the
Leisure Centre.”
“The playpark at the Leisure Centre could be much better. It's like Cricklade's park.”
“Swings tend to be for baby to toddler, nothing for older children, maybe a slide. The
facilities at the Leisure Centre are not very good, mostly rotten or damaged.”
“No play area for under 4's. The current play areas are too advanced. Some shelter for
shade/protection from the wind for supervising parents would be welcomed.”
However of the comments suggesting improvements, nearly 20 related to inadequate
existing provision for teenagers:
“Some improvements for Youth Centre, Internet Cafe for youngsters to meet up in.”
“Teenagers and young adults need somewhere to call their own”
“No real facilities for teenagers”
“Needs regular meeting/youth provisions”
“Easier and increased access to the Youth Centre”
“Ensure the youth club continues even if Cricklade has to run it.”
“No good having a youth hut if no youth leader.”
“Teenagers and young adults need somewhere to call their own”
The Councils are therefore encouraged to take these views into account as the “community
campus” proposals are developed.

Funding of Leisure and Community Activities
Local sources of funding include the Waylands Trust, Town Council and the Sportsman’s
Association. These tend to make funding available for smaller charities to help local groups
deliver a local service or activity. Sums available from these sources can vary but are
usually limited to a few hundred pounds. More regionally, funds can be obtained from the
Area Board of Wiltshire Council as well other regional funding bodies. Larger sums of money
must more generally be sought from national providers including central Government and
major foundations.
At any time Cricklade has quite a number people contemplating or applying for funds, many
not knowing what others are doing. We believe there would be benefit in getting the fund
raising in the community coordinated to some extent. We will seek to provide a central point
of contact for fund raisers that should have details of all local, regional and national fund
providers and a detailed list of their criteria. In this way anyone with a funding need could
discuss this with an informed person and be signposted to the most appropriate body.

Cemetery
At this point in time there are 122 spaces for new graves plus 39 reserved graves and 177
interment spaces available in the Cricklade Cemetery.
From historical information the number of graves required per year is 6 and the number of
interments required per year is 7. Based on this information it appears that the existing
facility would be adequate for over 20 years, and this is therefore not an urgent consideration
during the lifetime of this Town Plan.
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However there is no possibility of extending the existing cemetery because there is no
suitable adjacent land available. Long Close to the north is a Scheduled Ancient Monument
and so extending here (as some suggested) would mean consequent problems would be
encountered with English Heritage. The scarcity of other land within Cricklade means there
are very limited alternative options so it is important to start seeking a solution now.
A possibility would be the re-use of the St Sampson’s Closed Churchyard. This has not
been an option previously due to legislation.
55% of respondents agreed that reopening St Sampson’s should be investigated, though
some were concerned about the conditions that would be attached to that and a few
suggested some alternatives within the town, not all of which would be viable:
“Use St Sampson’s for burial only if there is new unused space. Do not use very old burial
ground.”
“Using St Sampson’s for future burials would be difficult for other denominations. Parts of
the Cemetery can be re-used after 99 years.”
“What about St. Mary's?”
Although a few other comments suggested more encouragement of cremation, others clearly
wanted the choice for a burial to remain:
“I think that more people should think about the option of cremation, this way it combats the
ever expanding world population and prevents planet earth being turned in to a giant grave
yard!!”
“It is important for people who grow up and live in Cricklade to be able to be buried there.
Cemeteries are a focal point for a town, and full of our shared history.”
Additionally a Natural Burial Ground would improve choice for the local community, enabling
more environmentally friendly funerals to take place, and the establishment of schemes that
preserve and enhance biodiversity, which have a long-term sustainable future. Nearly 60%
of respondents were in favour of providing this option, some with provisos:
“A natural burial ground would be lovely, but I fear it would be placed near the A419 which is
less than peaceful!”
“Should acquire land for cemetery and a garden of remembrance for ashes. Natural burial
ground is nice but will be concerned about location.”
We will ascertain what the legislative issues and obstacles are, in conjunction with the
relevant church authorities, to find out what permissions would be required to use St.
Sampson’s and or St Mary’s Churchyards in the long term, investigate land for a Natural
Burial Ground and more spaces for planting Trees of Remembrance.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A - Traveller Sites
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Appendix B - Justification for areas for new housing
•

Infill

We believe 1-2 new dwellings each year will arise by infill within the existing built up area.
This rate of provision is lower than the recent 5 year historic rate for such proposals and it
appears a conservative assumption given there remain many individual areas of land within
the town which offer potential for development (subject to specific site consideration
including the impact on neighbours and specifically including the impact on traffic and
drainage even if remote from the immediate site).
The assumption of only 20-25 new homes arising in this manner over a 15 year period is
thus highly conservative. Should more arise we consider the justification for any peripheral
development will decrease.
It should be emphasised that potential areas for development outlined below are only
contingency or back up areas to be considered in the event that 40 homes cannot be
accommodated by infill and sensitive redevelopment of the existing built up area. Also we
expect any proposals for development in these areas to take account of Appendix E.
•

Reeds Extension

We consider the least bad location for a more concentrated single development of new
family/starter houses to be through an extension to Reeds, for the following reasons:
o

o

o
o

o

o

o

Potential road access to this land was provided for in the design of the existing
Reeds development and so the eventual expansion has been planned for and should
be seen as expected
The exit to the B4040 main road network is via an existing roundabout that allows
good visibility and appears able to accommodate the incremental traffic flow without
causing excessive congestion (noting this perception would need testing by detailed
traffic modelling were a specific proposal to come forward)
Existing footpaths provide safe pedestrian access from the area to the town centre
and all its facilities
The area is very close to the existing Leisure Centre, so providing a particularly good
location for younger families which the community believes it needs to attract and
provide for in order to remain a balanced community
An expansion of the existing settlement boundary with new buildings into the
countryside should not be seen as out of keeping with adjacent development,
especially given that some of the development is only about 15 years old
Flooding of the River Thames (which runs west-east to the north of the site)
preferentially takes place over North Meadow to the north and thus development in
this area would not be considered to be on the flood plain according to the EA maps.
(However surface water flows from Common Hill would need to be managed with a
solution that ensured a flood problem was not created elsewhere.)
The potential land area to the north of Reeds exists to provide for a substantial
number of houses, but a greater volume/rate of growth than 30 new homes in this
area over the next 15 years is considered undesirable for Cricklade. Housing too
close to the River Thames and the boundary of the North Meadow SSSI would
negatively impact its setting and the need to conserve suitable building land to
provide for the longer term future of the town and residents should be considered
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Development proposals in this area would need to fully consider the impact on foul water
drainage, specifically including capacity constraints elsewhere in the Town which would be
impacted by further residential development discharging into the interconnected foul
drainage system. We would look for development to make a substantial contribution to
alleviate the existing drainage and traffic issues which already affect internconnected areas
such as The Forty and The Fiddle and not simply address its own incremental effects.
•

Western / Southern developments

Developments on the western periphery of the existing built up area in general, and
specifically any developments along the Fiddle or the Forty, are seen as much less suitable
owing to the existing issues in the area of traffic, flooding/drainage and coalescence.
o

o

o

o

As with expansion of Reeds, any further housing development in this area would be
expected to make a substantial contribution to alleviate the existing drainage and
traffic issues which already affect The Forty and The Fiddle and not simply address
its own incremental effects.
Irrespective of the above being resolved, expansion towards the south of Cricklade
would increase risk of coalescence with Swindon (and future identified possible
developments on the edge of Swindon – the Tadpole Farm development, which has
recently received outline planning consent, comes to within 2 miles of the south of
the existing Cricklade built up area).
o If housing were to be proposed in this area it should be confined to ribbon
type development adjacent to existing roads/lanes in order to match the
nature of existing development.
o Development other than of a ribbon type in this area could potentially open up
the entire area bound by the Forty, the Chelworth Road, Upper Chelworth
Farm and the B4553 (Purton Road) to housing development, potentially
allowing a doubling of the size of Cricklade.
Specific proposals for houses that match the scale of existing buildings, are of a
design sympathetic to adjacent properties and conform to the appearance generally
expected on the fringes of a rural market town would be more likely to receive
support but would still be resisted if it has been shown that housing provision of the
planned quantity has (or is likely to be) already provided elsewhere in the town.
Regardless of all the above, a scale of development that delivered over 20 such
dwellings in total alongside these lanes over the 15 year plan horizon would be
expected to so change the character of the surroundings that it would be seen as
inappropriate and so resisted.
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Appendix C - Notable Public and Listed Buildings and Features
Consultation responses have commented that the following list of buildings is incomplete.
and the categorisation needs to be refined. We recommend that an action to provide a
comprehensive list is passed to the same Working Party who we have recommended are to
be tasked with updating the Conservation Area Statement in consultation with Cricklade
Historical Society.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

St Sampson’s (Grade I)
St Mary’s (Grade II*)
Cross in St Mary’s Churchyard (Grade I)
Cross in St Sampson’s Churchyard (Grade II*)
War Memorial (Grade II?)
Jenner Hall (Grade II*)
Schoolmaster’s House (Grade II)
Ockwells (Grade II)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Town Hall
Town Hall Annexe
Leisure Centre
United Church
United Church Hall
Museum (ex Baptist Chapel)
Thames Hall (ex Wesleyan Chapel)
Ex Primitive Methodist Chapel

•
•

Prior Park School
“The Bottom” (Meadowpark) School

•
•
•
•
•
•

The Club in Cricklade
The Old Bear
The Red Lion
The White Hart Hotel
The White Lion
The Vale Hotel
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Appendix D - Google maps of HGV routes via Tadpole Lane or Spine Road
Journey Comparison from North to Chelworth
Through Cricklade

Along Spine Road

Difference in journey 2.1 miles longer
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Journey Comparison from South to Chelworth
Through Cricklade

Through Tadpole Lane

Difference in journey 0.3 miles longer
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Journey Comparison from North to Hills Waste Purton
Through Cricklade

Through Tadpole Lane

Difference in journey 3.5 miles longer
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Journey Comparison from South to Hills Waste Purton
Through Cricklade

Through Tadpole Lane

Difference in journey 3 miles shorter
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Appendix E- Funding from new homes outside existing settlement boundary
The Wiltshire Core Strategy (paragraph 4.16) sets a planning policy which will not support
any development outside the existing settlement boundary (or development limit) of places
like Cricklade unless it arises through a community led planning document and process.
As a community we will not support any development outside the settlement boundary
unless there is a substantial contribution towards community infrastructure. At the present
time agricultural land typically sells for £10,000/acre whereas undeveloped land which gains
planning permission for residential building can achieve over £1million/acre. This is an
enormous margin, so profit sharing with the landowner and developer is an opportunity for
the community to deliver funding for major infrastructure or community projects which would
otherwise appear impossible. We expect the Town Council and Wiltshire Council to achieve
this objective through whatever legal mechanism is available (e.g. a S106 payment).
We recognise it is not possible to be prescriptive about amounts owing to the specific site
and development characteristics. We consider the open book process defined in paragraph
6.50 of the Core Strategy should be applied to determine the amount of contribution to the
community, regardless of whether the development includes a proportion of (or is
exclusively) affordable housing. This approach will therefore take account of the costs of
development including site specific infrastructure improvements and county imposed
planning related payments (such as the Community Infrastructure Levy). We will expect that
the results of such open book process be made available to the community via the Town
Council prior to planning permission being given so that the community can decide whether
the balance of financial gain that the community will receive from development (including
provision of affordable housing) is sufficient compensation for its agreement to support an
application which demands the settlement boundary is moved.
This financial contribution to the community may be put towards any combination of:
- infrastructure works to alleviate existing flooding problems in the town (whether or not
adjacent to the new housing development)
- works or studies that deliver tangible progress towards removing HGVs from (or
reducing the level and effect of HGVs passing through) the town, including a
southern bypass or weight restriction
- purchase or improvement of areas of public open space
- maintenance or renovation of existing historic, landmark or community buildings
- maintenance or protection of environmentally or historically sensitive areas
- early repayment of the debt incurred to build the Town Centre Car Park
- any other capital or major non-recurring expenditure items which the Town Council
has identified as of benefit to the community
We will expect the Town Council to consult fully prior to publishing its priorities for spending
money that may arise as a result of such development proposals being accepted and to
review these project priorities no less than annually.
If the underlying principle cannot be put into practice legally and robustly, then we would not
support any relaxation of the existing settlement boundary of the town.
At this time, for the reasons outlined elsewhere in this document, we do not consider it is
appropriate to change the settlement boundary of Cricklade. For the avoidance of doubt
irrespective of contribution offered we would not support any development that results in the
breaching of any of the number limits given in Appendix B unless there is prior approval
given by Cricklade residents, ideally via a referendum.
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Appendix F - Tourist Accommodation in Cricklade

Provider

Doubles

Singles

Family

Total

Price

Cricklade House and
Country Club

46

92

£79.50 £129.50

The Red Lion

5

10

£75.00

The Vale Hotel

9

21

£65.00

3

The Old Bear

3

The White Hart

9

2

Chelworth Lodge B&B

2

2

Latton Alpacas

1

6

£65.00

3

30

£61.95

2

12

£50.00

2

£50.00

Total beds

Notes

2 rooms suitable
for dogs
Discounts for
longer stay,
available as a 6
bed cottage.
Discount for stays
of more than one
night.

173

Note prices given for comparison are for a double occupancy room with breakfast.
The White Hart and Latton Alpacas offer a continental breakfast.
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Appendix G – Cricklade Settlement Boundary
The orange line
shows the existing
settlement boundary
of Cricklade.
The Wiltshire Core
Strategy proposes
no development of
housing outside this
area.
The area hatched
dark blue is the
Conservation Area.
The area shaded
blue is a protected
retail area.
(N.B The bold
capital letters should
be ignored as they
refer to an obsolete
planning document.)
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Appendix H – Cricklade Flood Map

A floodplain is the area that would naturally be affected by flooding if a river rises above its
banks, or high tides and stormy seas cause flooding in coastal areas.
There are two different kinds of area shown on the Flood Map. They can be described as
follows:
Dark blue shows the area that could be affected by flooding, either from rivers or the sea, if
there were no flood defences. This area could be flooded:
from the sea by a flood that has a 0.5 per cent (1 in 200) or greater chance of happening
each year;
or from a river by a flood that has a 1 per cent (1 in 100) or greater chance of happening
each year.
(For planning and development purposes, this is the same as Flood Zone 3, in England
only.)
Light blue shows the additional extent of an extreme flood from rivers or the sea. These
outlying areas are likely to be affected by a major flood, with up to a 0.1 per cent (1 in 1000)
chance of occurring each year.
(For planning and development purposes, this is the same as Flood Zone 2, in England
only.)
These two colours show the extent of the natural floodplain if there were no flood defences
or certain other manmade structures and channel improvements.
Source: Environment Agency http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk
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Appendix I – Extracts from Research on Traffic Calming Effectiveness
From: “A REVIEW OF CURRENT TRAFFIC CALMING TECHNIQUES”

http://www.its.leeds.ac.uk/projects/primavera/p_calming.html
4.1.3 Horizontal deflections
Horizontal shifts in the carriageway are less effective than vertical ones in achieving reductions in
speed, however their impact is significantly increased when used in combination with a vertical shift.
Essentially all horizontal shifts may be classified as chicanes.
The speed reducing impact of chicanes is reduced if the measure has to allow for the passage of
HGVs as the wider carriageway allows car drivers to take a "racing line". The use of stone sets or
similar as a side strip can be useful in allowing the passage of large vehicles while discouraging cars.
Half chicanes have been found to increase vehicle speeds if traffic levels are low, as drivers feel
uneasy crossing to the other side of the road and tend to speed up (Reference [4]).
Chicanes significantly reduce parking spaces and should therefore be avoided if spaces are at a
premium. Additionally they should not be dependent upon parked cars for their effect.

From: “Using Traffic Calming to Manage Speed in Kent: A Practitioners Guide to Vertical and
Horizontal Deflections”

https://shareweb.kent.gov.uk/Documents/priorities-policiesplans/Making%20it%20Happen/reference%20documents/mih-ref-trafficcalming-practionersguide.pdf
In a number of cases people, or representative groups such as Parish Councils or Residents’
Associations, have had reservations about the effectiveness of a scheme once implemented. Speed
reductions suggested at exhibitions or in leaflets should be based upon the professional experience of
the planners and engineers concerned with the scheme. This should be very clearly stated with the
objectives of the scheme, as the public may have a far too optimistic view about the extent of speed
reduction. Some drivers may also see measures, particularly chicanes, as a challenge to their
driving skills, and actually increase speed. Whilst they are a very small minority, their actions
nevertheless are more noticeable to residents and can generate some criticism, especially in the first
few weeks after implementation. Clear monitoring of the actual effects of each scheme is therefore a
vital element of each proposal.
From: “PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF TRAFFIC CALMING
A STUDY SPONSORED BY THE COUNTY SURVEYORS' SOCIETY
and supported by
THE REES JEFFREYS ROAD FUND, TRICS AND 13 LOCAL AUTHORITIES”
http://www.adeptnet.org.uk/assets/userfiles/documents/000183.pdf
Case study 8
Area description: Small, affluent rural village in conservation area with a primary school and
a pub within the scheme. The village is located close to a major arterial route (A14) and ratrunning is a major issue.
People are racing to get through the gateway priority build out resulting in accidents.
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Local company operates with large lorries which many feel is inappropriate for the village. (One
mini-roundabout was too tight for lorries and bigger cars) to manoeuvre round and so go round on the
wrong side of the carriageway.
Case Study 12
Key features: 8 priority working build outs, 7 over run-able central islands, two gateway
treatments (narrowing effect/coloured surfacing). Improved street lighting.
Measures created road rage and accidents alleged to have increased.
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Appendix J – Action Plan

Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

Resource
Implications

Timescale

PLANNING / HOUSING
Areas of New Housing

Use Neighbourhood Planning
process to formalise preferred
areas for new homes in line
with community wishes
expressed in Town Plan. Set
up Working Party to achieve
this objective. Until the
Neighbourhood plan is
complete the Town Council
should use the Town Plan
recommendations to guide its
recommendations to Wiltshire
Council on planning matters.

Town Council /
Neighbourhood
Planning Working
Party / Wiltshire
Council

Volunteer time plus
expenses for consultation
and any professional
studies/ advice required

Working Party to be
established June 2012.
Working Party to provide
project schedule with key
milestones during July 2012
Neighbourhood Plan
covering Cricklade in force
by mid 2013. Assure
compliance with plan on
developments ongoing.

Provision of 40 bed
nursing / care home

1, Ensure that proposal for
provision is what the
community believe is needed
by Cricklade to meets the
future needs of its population
2. Identify scale and location
in conjunction with
Neighbourhood Planning
Working Party
3. Construct and Deliver
facility

Wiltshire Council /
Extra Care Working
Group /
Neighbourhood
Planning Working
Party

Volunteer time plus
expenses for consultation
and any professional
studies/ advice required

1. By December 2012
2. By mid 2013
3. By 2016?
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

Resource
Implications

Timescale

Redevelopment of
existing social residential
area to modernise and
create additional fit for
purpose homes

1. Meet with GreenSquare to
confirm feasibility, costs,
timescales etc. and set out
process for delivery

Volunteer time plus
expenses for consultation
and any professional
studies/ advice required

1. September 2012

Preservation of
businesses in High Street

1. Oppose conversion of
shops to residential use
2. Maintain free parking

GreenSquare,
Local Residents
Association /
Neighbourhood
Planning Working
Party
Town Council /
Wiltshire Council

None

Ongoing

Promote start up of
businesses in Calcutt area
and possible relocation of
existing businesses from
Chelworth

Set up group to determine
land availability, identify other
key issues and broadly
quantify costs involved. Land
availability investigation may
be part of Neighbourhood
Planning Process

Town Council /
Business Association
/ Affected
landowners / Existing
Chelworth
Businesses

Volunteer time, Town
Council staff time

Establish group by end
2012.

Conservation Area
Statement

Bring Up to Date

Volunteer / officer time

Summer 2013

Comprehensive list of
listed and important public
or community buildings
Ability to secure developer
contributions to meet civic
needs – restrictions on
S106 and Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
List of matters suitable for
funding from developer
contributions (were

Review and edit and add to
existing list

Town Council/
Wiltshire Council/
Historical Society /
English Heritage
Working Party or
Group

Volunteer/Councillor time

December 2012

1.Wiltshire Council/
Legal Planning
Expert
2. Wiltshire Council/
Town Council
Town Council

Town Council officer
time/Wiltshire Council
officer time/potential third
party cost

1. Q1 2013
2. Ongoing

Town Council staff
(additional resources
possible if required to

December 2012

1. Obtain definitive opinion
and advice on what can
legally and robustly be sought
2. Seek maximum possible
contributions from developers
Town Council to prepare list
for consideration and
approval
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

additional housing outside
built up area to be
considered)
S106 or equivalent
contributions needed
when Traveller Sites are
approved in or near parish

Resource
Implications

Timescale

establish feasibility of
including items listed)

Seek funding from Wiltshire
Council and/or central
Government

Town
Council/Wiltshire
Council/MP

Officer time – public
financial constraints

Ongoing – as traveller sites
are approved or become
occupied

PUBLIC OPEN SPACE
Establish existing Public
Open Space provision in
Cricklade

Update audit

Wiltshire Council

Volunteer Time/ Officer
Time

End 2012

Prioritise maintenance of
existing and/or acquisition
of more POS

Seek views of community via
consultation – possibly part of
Neighbourhood Planning
Process
Communicate plans as they
are developed

Wiltshire Council

Volunteer Time/ Officer
Time

Spring 2013

Town Council

Officer Time

Spring 2013

Establish individual or group
tasked with achieving in
Cricklade
Register needed

Volunteer Group/
Cricklade Business
Association
Cricklade Business
Association/Town
Council
Cricklade Business
Association

Volunteer time then
capital investment

Group/individual
established by end 2012

Volunteer/Officer time +
community/estate agent
input
None

Spring 2013

Plans for Long/Hall Close
and Fairview Fields
unclear

BUSINESS
Access to superfast
broadband
Register of Business/
Office Space available
in/around Cricklade
New High Street
Businesses Desired

Pass detailed consultation
responses to Business
Association for information

TRAFFIC / TRANSPORT
64
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

Resource
Implications

Timescale

Speed of traffic through
Cricklade
The desire is to reduce
the fluctuation in vehicle
speed as well as the
average speed of
vehicles.

1. Driver Education
2. Enforcement options
3. Review of existing and
new traffic calming
measures
Could speed measurement
techniques be used to give
active indications to drivers
they are exceeding the speed
limit to encourage them to
slow down?
Also active speed limit
enforcement by the police to
be investigated
Possible public meeting to
discuss existing traffic
calming measures and
potential new ones

Wiltshire Council
Highways
Wiltshire Police
Community
Speedwatch
Town Council

Officer time – police and
council. Potential cost of
enforcement devices or
engineering measures

Establish group tasked with
delivering action plan of
realistic options by end
2012
Possible public meeting in
Spring 2013 on traffic
calming measures

HGV routing
Where developments in
other areas impact
Cricklade (for example
Purton and West
Swindon) consideration to
be given to avoiding any
increase in traffic through
Cricklade, especially if it
involves HGVs

Planning and routing of HGVs
to be re-assessed, possibly
via Freight Priority
Assessment Mechanism.

Wiltshire Council/
Swindon Council /
Freight Quality
Partnership

Officer time
Investment in road
capacity and/or
fuel cost of diverting
HGVs on longer distance

Establish group tasked with
delivering action plan of
realistic options by end
2012

Improvement in Bus
Services

Pass consultation responses
to Area Board member

Area Board / Local
bus operators

Wiltshire Council subsidy
if services uneconomic

November 2012
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

Resource
Implications

Timescale

Town Councillor, Town
ongoing
Council Staff and
Volunteer Flood
Wardens’ time plus
expenses for consultation
and any professional
studies/ advice required
Free water saving
ongoing
devices from
www.ThamesWater.co.uk
ongoing
Wiltshire Council Staff
and Cricklade Volunteers
to promote Energy

tasked with improving this
issue

ENVIRONMENT / SUSTAINABILITY
Flooding

Refer to Cricklade Town
Council Flood Working Party.

Town Council,
Wiltshire Council,
Environment Agency

Drought

Refer residents to local water
company for water saving
advice.
Refer to Wiltshire Council
Energy, Change and
Opportunity (ECO) Team

Thames Water

Energy Efficiency and
Renewable energy

Recycling and waste
reduction

Local produce

Biodiversity & Wildlife
conservation

Refer to Wiltshire Council and
Wiltshire Wildlife Trust Waste
Reduction Teams

Refer to the Wiltshire Wildlife
Trust Food Champions
initiative which works with
Social Housing Associations
and Local voluntary groups
Refer to the Cotswold Water
Park Biodiversity Action Plan

Wiltshire Council
Energy, Change and
Opportunity (ECO)
Team and Waste
Reduction Team.

Efficiency and
Renewable Energy
technologies.

Wiltshire Council
Waste minimisation
Team, Wiltshire
Wildlife Trust Waste
Reduction Team

Wiltshire Council and
WWT Staff and Cricklade
Volunteers to promote

Wiltshire Wildlife
Trust Food
Champions Team,
GreenSquare Group

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust
and Cricklade Volunteers
to promote local produce.

ongoing

Cotswold Water Park
Society, Wiltshire

Wiltshire Wildlife Trust,
Cotswold Water Park

ongoing
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Recycling and waste
reduction
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

(BAP)

Resource
Implications

Timescale

Wildlife Trust,
Natural England,
Wiltshire County
Council, Wiltshire
and Swindon
Biological Records
Centre, Biodiversity
South West, Farming
and Wildlife Advisory
Group
Refer to Town Council for dog Cricklade Town
bins and signage and to
Council, Wiltshire
Wiltshire Council Dog
Council Dog Warden
Warden for monitoring and
improved enforcement

Society Staff and
Cricklade Volunteers to
promote Biodiversity &

Dog bins and signage

ongoing

Investigation of rail route
via Chelworth.

Form working party to gather
information.

Committee time, planning
department resource.

By March 2013

Need to increase
desirability of Cricklade to
visitors

Carry out a survey of visitors
to the town to find out what
they feel is missing.

Printing costs, time for
collation of results.

12 month consultation to
cover Summer months and
Fritillary season.

Thames Path and River
Thames need
enhancement /
path improvement and
increased signage.

Ask Heritage Trails Group for
an update on the ideas
agreed at Council meeting of
Nov 2010 item 10.93
http://www.cricklade-

Dog fouling

Wildlife conservation

TOURISM
Cricklade Country
Way Project Team
and Cricklade Town
Council PCT
Committee.
Cricklade Business
Association, Scout
Groups

Heritage Trails
Group, Natural
England.
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Issue

Action

Lead/Partners

Resource
Implications

Timescale

None – potential income
from NHS dentist
advertising access in
Chronicle
Town Council to liaise
with GP surgeries

September 2012

tc.gov.uk/C_L_Minutes_201011-30.pdf

HEALTH / EDUCATION
NHS Dental Care

Access to NHS services
should be published within
the Chronicle

Area Board /
NHS Wiltshire

Access to primary care
health facilities

There should be a survey of
health needs for the
population – for other
services, such as
physiotherapy etc.

Local GP Consortia
– in partnership with
Town Council

People with travel
difficulties should be able
to get to Hospital

Analyse the volunteer driver
access from the Hospital and
publish in GP’s surgeries

Local GP Consortia

Volunteer

Spring 2013

Lack of adult education
facilities in town

Further consultation on need

Town Council

Officer Time

Spring 2013

Mid 2013

CRIME / COMMUNITY SAFETY
Lack of police on beat –
need for greater visible
presence in the town

Pass feedback to police

Wiltshire Police /
Town Council
representative

Police time and priorities

End 2012

Lack of awareness of
CCTV – improve deterrent
effect by publicity

Publicise existence of CCTV
within town with success
stories

Town Council

Officer Time

End 2012

Volunteer led

Volunteer time

Spring 2013

LEISURE / COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
Inefficient Use of existing

Survey of use of existing halls
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Implications

Timescale

Community Buildings

to establish potential scope
for rationalisation

Poor accessibility of
Library and Museum

Explore options for relocation
and willingness / ability to
move

Wiltshire Council /
Historical Society

Relocation Costs

Spring 2013

Upgrade of Leisure
Centre

Obtain funding via campus
process
Investigate precise need via
further consultation

Significant capital
investment from Wiltshire
Council
Officer /volunteer time

Decision by End 2012?

Poor play area provision
for children

Leisure Centre
Management /
Wiltshire Council
Town Council

Spring 2013

Lack of knowledge about
sources of funding

Establish central point of
contact

Volunteer / Town
Council

Volunteer / Officer time

Spring 2013

Insufficient Cemetery
Space

Confirm urgency of problem
and investigate options for
future sites

Town Council /
Neighbourhood
Planning Working
Party

Officer / Councillor time

Spring 2013
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